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PREFACE
TO THE FIRST EDITION.

THE following little work is simple
and obvious in its tendency ; it aims

at moral evils, above which, the mind,

regulated by principles of prudence
and philosophy, rises superior ; and
to which the mind of common-place
reflection and ordinary capacity is in-

vulnerable. It is addressed, there-

fore, to those sentient and suscep-
t'ble beings, who, in ascending the

scale of intellectual refinement, incur

the probability of graduating through
each sad degree of intellectual suffer-

ing, of which the human mind is

susceptible.

Children of passion and of senti-

ment, it is to you it is addressed ; to

you, whom the warm effusions of re-
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fined feeling, arid the glowing visions

of animated fancy', lead, in flowery

trammels, beyond the "fait realities

of life ;" whose errors are of the

imagination, but whose sorrows are

of the heart. Philosophy and igno-
rance are alike exempt from the in-

fluence by which you are governed ;

the former contemns what it cannot

feel, the latter derides what it does

not understand.

Exquisite native sensibility, nur-

tured by habit, subtilized by the

refinements of superior education,
united to a tender heart and lively

imagination, and accompanied by the

proud consciousness of merit, superior
to \\iefortune of its possessor, is, per-

haps, the most fatal donation within

the gift of nature. 'A character simi-

larly organized, feels itself alone in

the midst of life's busiest scenes ;

isolated' ary-d unconnected, it in vain

unfolcls the rich hoard of its affec-

tions, and claims the congenial smile
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of sympathizing friendship ; tender

and ardent, it languishes in secret

and unceasing anxiety to form a still

more endearing tie ; and the long
and fondly-sought object once dis-

covered, it pursues its attainment,
however opposed by circumstances,
and condemned by prudence,

" D'un aveugle penchant le charmc imperceptible

Fiappe, saisit, entiaine, et rend un coeui sensible."

CORNEILLE.

sanctioning its errors by the plausible

sophistry of perverted understanding,
and firmly attached to virtue in her

most obvious point of view, insensibly

violating those minor and social laws

by which her power is best supported
and confirmed.

The following little work, though
written at a time of life when inven-

tion is more alive than judgment, is

yet almost destitute of plot ; and the

ifevv incidents it relates may probably
be traced, with little variation, in the

domestic records of many an amiable
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family, whose peace has been sacri-

ficed to the sentimental imprudence
and ardent passions of its most highly

gifted member; evincing that the best

informed mind, evea when associated

with the worthiest heart, by insensibly

resigning itself to the impulses of a

strong but fatal propensity, may
wound, in those delicate points which
the scrutiny of the law cannot reach,
that society it was calculated to enrich

by its virtues, by its endowments to

adorn.
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HEIRESS OF DESMOND.

LETTER I.

Dublin, March 8th, 17 .

THE Minister has at last dismissed me;

the disappointment came like a re-

prieve ; you will smile at the seeming

paradox, but you will understand me.

My nature is restored to its own

dignity: I blush to think it could

suffer from adventitiouscircumstances.

The mind of man should hold itself

independent of the little trials and

VOL. i. B
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vicissitudes of every- day life ; it should

repose in the conscious strength of its

own dignity ; and the immortal gift

of the Deity should rise superior to

the petty caprices and oppressions of

man : and yet, my dear friend, to be

totally uninfluenced by situation and

circumstance is perhaps the standard

of human perfection.

I smiled at my father's relation of

the fallacy of a great man's promise,

as the cynical observation of a man,

on whom the world frowned ; and I

should have smiled at it still, had I

not been a sufferer by it : so true it

is, that infallible conviction is only to

be gathered from practical experience.

In private society every man is al-

lowed to consult his private feelings
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in the disposal of his favours ; a

man in office is to have none : this

man has given the situation he in-

tended for me to his own nephew : all

this is very -natural ; I only wish he

had done it sooner, as it would have

saved me some hours of tedious at-

tendance and mortification. I cannot

bear to think of it ; my Lord has

taken it as a matter of course shakes

his head looks wise, and says,
"
Something better may offer itself."

I have told him it must not be ob-

tained by waiting on the levee of a

great man; he smiles com passionately,

and sometimes utters the word,
" ro-

mantic." This will give you some

kind of insight into what sort of man
it is :

tf his mind a standing pool, h.

heart a dyke." As yet, however,

have seen but little of him, an,d

B 2
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known less, though his relative and

guest.

Pray write to my mother when you
receive this ; say every thing you can

to her " her tender buds of hope"
have been so often blasted, I feel for

her ; this.nevv disappointment but

it is unavoidable ; your manner of

writing will cheer her mind, and

mine must produce a contrary effect;

add a short postscript too, to Lydia and

Nanette, and tell them that, -at this

moment, I would rather be one in

their dear little circle, than giving

audience to a cringing levee, in all

the pomp of office and glare of conse-

quence.

D has failed to an immense

amount, and the wreck of my father's
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small property will afford avery limited

subsistence to my mother and sisters.

Under such circumstances it would be

madness to have rejected the offered

patronage of Lord L . Yet I feel

that I owe it more to the kind inter-

ference of your father, than to the

dying request of mine, or the sug-

gestions of his Lordship's own gene-

rosity.

B 3
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LETTER II.

THE first truth admitted by the scep-

ticism of Descartes was,
" that he

thought and reasoned" operations of

intellect to which, alas! I have lately

become insensible.

The bustle, in which I am obliged

to participate, prevents study and bids

defiance to reflection ; and while I live

in what is called the first company, I

can yet find no society ; every heart

which I would interest, seems to con-

geal as I address it
;
and every being

to whom I would connect myself,

either does not or will not understand

me. Then I languish for that inter-
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course of mind, wherein animal exist-

ence seems to suffer a suspension, as

the soul unfolds her powers !

My dear friend, I have known mo-

ments of bliss; I have known them

in the bosom of my family, in the

endearments of social life, and in the

blessings of friendship ; but I am con-

vinced, that I am capable of being

happier than I have yet been, and

that there are feelings dormant in my
heart, more powerful, more poignantj

than any which the circumstances of

my life have awakened into being.

I see plainly, my first day's ac-

quaintance with these people will form

the boundary of our intimacy ; like

the greater part of the world, they

glide down the stream of popular
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opinion, and carefully avoid all those

impediments to their indolent course

which nature or reason may occasion-

ally obtrude on them : they avoid the

trouble of thinking for themselves,

and are thankful that people thought

for them a thousand years before,

without ever consulting that measure

of faculty which the Deity has en-

dowed them with. This is, in a certain

degree, the character of mankind epi-

tomized.

Lord L was a patriot, but his

Lordship has formed two thousand

arguments against the patriotic sys-

tem, in a place of two thousand a

year. He says Sydney and Russel

sold themselves to France ; and that

he has only acted as all patriots would

willingly act, if the ministry would
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but come up to their price. Such, he

adds, was the opinion of Sir Robert

Walpole, who, it is to be feared,,

found the infallibility of his maxim, in

the corruption of those he brought to

its test.

Lady L is perfectly the woman
of fashion, which is all Lady L

requires to be; rank and opulence

take in, with her, the whole scale of

human perfection ; you may judge,,

therefore, how far I have ascended

that of her esteem. She treats me,,

however, with tliat indiscrirmnating

and insipid courtesy, which she means

should pass for affability and con-

descension ; yet if her face is ever

susceptible of expression, it is wheit

I dare maintain an opinion of my
own, in opposition to one of rny

B 5
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Lord's, or some of his noble guests.

As for herself, she never has an

opinion, and her conversation is an

incessant repetition of common-place

reflections, which one hears bandied

about from every mouth, whether of

th<" vulgar little, or the vulgar great.

They are both esteemed the best

people in the world, and are, iri

short, just such people as one meets

with every day, and every where yet

these are the persons on whose

bounty I am thrown ! on whom 7am

dependant ! I dependant ! oh mer-

ciful Heaven ! never ! with youth and

health, never !

I am just returned from the study

of Lord L . The last assertion

of rny pen trembled on my lips as I

entered it. I repeated to him what I
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had written to you. My father was

very blameable, he said, for educating

me in such obsolete and romantic no-

tions : however, his eldest son would

be in Ireland in a few weeks, and he

had interest both in the civil and mili-

tary departments, which he was sure

he would be happy, both as a friend

and as a relation, to exert in my
favour : in the interim, the preceptor

of his youngest boys having been

lately promoted to a living, if I would

amuse myself with the superinten-

dence of their education, it would

lighten the burden of that imaginary

dependance I supported with so much

restless impatience.

Thus, my dear friend, I have got

some little part to play upon the

theatre of life. I have obtained per-

BO
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mission of my Lord, to set off for his

seat in Connaught, with my young

pupils, immediately ; and this is the

first satisfaction I have felt since I left

Switzerland.

I am weary of this town I am

weary of the persons among whom I

live, or rather among whom I drag on
" THAT LONG DISEASE, MY LIFE."

In short, I fear, I am weary of myself;

you will tell me that that morbid sen-

sibility of character I have so fatally

encouraged, darkens every view of

life which fortune presents to me :

but, aias ! to what purpose point out

the seat of the evil, and the nature of

the disease, if it set remedy at defi-

ance, and if, the better it be under-

stood, the more incurable it appears ?
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If I am organized upon principles

diametrically opposite to the line of

life in which I am to act, am I there-

fore to blame ? Cairn, if you can, the

torrent which rushes impetuously

through my veins ; diminish the

action of that vital fluid which circu-

lates its mysterious power through

my whole being, and give a firmer

and more rigid tone to nerves which

now thrill and vibrate in fatal sympa-

thy to every fine impression ; and

then command me to feel and think

like the common herd of men, and I

will obey you !

My young metaphysician, are you

yet to learn how much the moral de-

pends upon the physical man ? : or

how impracticable it is to change that

character, whose natural bias and
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construction have been confirmed and

strengthened by the circumstances

and influence of a peculiar and appro-

priate education ?

I had almost forgotten to mention

this son on whom I am to depend for

my future prospects: he is the Colonel

of a regiment, a member of the Irish

senate, and has some personal interest

with the Ministry. The second son

is a Major in his brother's regiment.

The Colonel and his brother are re-

turning from the continent with a

skeleton regiment, and behaved, I

am told, with the most intrepid gal-

lantry at the siege of .

I have just received your letter.

Your questions made me smile ! You

certainly have a great deal of academic
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freshness about you ! Ah ! what a

pity that the coarse friction of the

world should destroy this beautiful

gloss ! Why did your parents edu-

cate you in Switzerland, that you

might live in London ? No, my dear

friend, I did not, like Ulysses, kiss

the earth, when I first touched the

shores of my native place ; I beheld

them from the Bay, with the eye of a

painter and a poet, rather than of a

patriot.

Among the numberless extrava-

gancies which pass through the minds

of men, is perhaps to be reckoned

that notion of an instinctive affection,

independent of, and superior to, our

reason, which we are supposed to have

for our country, as if there was some

physical virtue in the soil, which
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necessarily produced this effect in

every one born upon it.

The only recollection I retained of

my country (which I left in boyhood)
is associate^ with a melancholy re-

membrance of the injuries my father

sustained in it, from the religious

bigotry of his family ; yet I love -this

country because it is mine for self-

love never slumbers, and that which

we call ours is always important to

us.

It is scarcely ten years back since

Lord L , by renouncing the faith

of his ancestors, obtained the restor-

ation of those titles and dignities

which they had conscientiously sa-

crificed, from a principle of virtue

which has gradually decayed in its .
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descent to their posterity. My father

seemed to have anticipated the apcj-

tacy of his family, and was an age

gone in heresy, and deep in Luther,

Melancthon, and Erasmus ; while his

cousin, Lord L , was' still in-

volved in all the sacred mystery of tran-

substantiation, and wading through

Thomas Aquinas and the council of

Trent with his Jesuitical tutor.

The early apostacy of my father,

and his imprudent marriage, rendered

him an object of persecution to his

family ; and, with a younger brother's

portion, he sought a retreat under the

tolerance of a Swiss republic, where,

influenced by an habitual indolence,

and the debility of a shattered consti-

tution, he passed the last twenty

years of his life, in literary retirement,.
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and the cultivation of a romantic

farm, on the shores of the delightful

lake of Geneva. While the spiritual

concession of his noble relative has

been productive of all the temporal

aggrandizement he expected, my
father's new light, to speak paradoxi-

cally, involved his worldly prospects

in obscurity ; and his family, by
" outward and very visible signs" are

still suffering for his <( inward and

spiritual grace." Thus different as

the notions which influenced them,

have been the fates of the apostate

cousins.

I am sorry I must disappoint your

expectations, by sending you only
t( a map of my mind," when you
demand a chart du pays, including a

sketch of society and manners, &c.
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&c. ; but the fact is, the general in-

tercourse of nations in the present

day, and universal promulgation of

knowledge, leave the mind of a mo-

dern traveller but little scope for the

due exercise of its penetration, in the

discovery of national character ; that

of the Irish we have both read a

thousand times ; and were it other-

wise, on my own observation, I should

hazard little, as those whose aggre-

gate constitutes the people, and may
be supposed best to preserve the na-

tional stamp, I have no opportunity

of mingling with ; and the people of

fashion here, are like the people of

fashion every where else.

Adieu.
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LETTER III.

\VHEN the inclinations and pursuits

of early life form themselves into

principles, and methodize into habits,

every inevitable change is considered

as a trial, and every necessary devi-

ation an insufferable persecution.

I have not only to complain of the

style of society here, which is, to me,

tiresome, insipid, and irrational ; but

the mere situation, the place, wearies

and stupifles my mind, and denies all

resource to my imagination, which is

perpetually recurring to the bold and

magnificent views, the wild and ro-
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mantic scenes of the land of my
affections.

This is, perhaps, one of the most

beautiful cities in Europe, and yet

when, from one of its lovely environs,

I behold the- blue tops of the pic-

turesque hills which almost encircle

it, I stretch out my arms with a long-

ing desire to approach th ;rn, as to-

wards friends, in whose bosoms I

should find repose and peace ; and I

return to the "
false forest of a well-

hung room," in sadness and in dis-

gust.

Nothing, in this country, which

peculiarly belongs to itj is prized by
its natives ; they look with indiffer-

ence upon the beauty of their native

scenes, and/talk to you affectedly of
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the Alps and Appenines. Their moun-

tains, so numerous and so picturesque,

and which serve as alembics, where

vapours, exhaled by the sun, are con-

densed into clouds, and send their

refreshing dews and fruitful showers

to fertilize and enrich their plenteous

soil ; their lakes, more numerous than

in any other country in the world of

the same extent, so important in a

commercial view, affording, as many
of them do, within a few miles of

the sea, a free navigation ; their mines,

rich in metallic treasures ; their quar-

ries of the finest marble ; in a word,

those gifts on which the well-being of

society depends, and which nature

here has so bounteously lavished, are

not only unappreciated, but almost

unknown by name to the inhabitants.

This indifference to national posses-
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sions extends itself beyond mere in-

animate nature. The Irish acknow-

ledge no merit, and are sensible to no

excellence which is born and grows

among themselves. The genius of the

country feels the slight, droops under

the neglect, or flies to regions more

willing to appreciate its efforts more

capable to reward them. It com-

mands the armies of other countries,

and procures conquest and glory to

great nations ; it takes the lead in the

free senate of the freest people of the

earth
;

it enriches the annals of litera-

ture, with productions which can only

perish with the language in which they

are embodied ; and is every where ac-

knowledged and every where admired,

except on the soil which gave it

birthJ
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There are, perhaps, at this moment,

hundreds, even of what may be deemed

the better order of society, in this

little city, who are ignorant that it is

honoured by the residence of one of

the most celebrated philosophers in

Europe ; their own venerable and ve-

nerated compatriot, Mr. KIRWAN !

And, while the few strangers who

visit this country, however d-'tin-

guished by rank, by genius, or cele-

brity, seek out this amiable and dis-

tinguished character, to lay the ho-

mage of their admiration and their

gratitude at his feet/ the inhabitants

of Dublin are engaged in running

after some imposing quack, recom-

mended to their notice in a private

letter from an English lady of fashion,

who, though an English lady of

fashion in Dublin, may be no lady of
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Fashion at all in London ; or, humbly
envious of each other's taste, are

striving who shall hest do the honours

t>y an English actor, or French dancer,

or an Italian singer ! Shame upon
the country which lives insensible to

its own glory, and gives its meed of

admiration and encouragement to

every merit but that which itself pro-

duces !
^

If, to you, I seem to judge or

speak harshly of my native land, it is

because I love it in my heart of hearts.

I am indignant to discover that it

dares not, in any sense, be true to

itself. Would that every Irish heart

throbbed with the same pulse of na-

tional enthusiasm with which mine
now beats ! But if I judge by all I

TOL. I. . c
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see, and all I hear, the accomplish-

ment of that wish is far, far distant !

Farewell ! To-morrow I shall com-

mence my little wanderings through

the mountains of Wicklow; my health

and spirits equally demand a change

of air and scene.
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LETTER IV.

County of Wicklow,

Valley of Glendilough.

I AM not distant from the metropolis

more than twenty rabies, and, with-

out the least exertion of fancy, I

might suppose myself a thousand

leagues from any inhabited region';

so wild, so solemn, and so seques-

tered, is this lovely and romantic val-

ley ; yet lonely and remote as it now

appears, it was once the scene of all

the passions and all the prejudices by
which mankind are agitated and mis-

led. Here still are to be discovered,

embossed with lichens, and shaded by
underwood and creeping plants, re-

c 2
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liques and fragments of extraordinary

architecture. Here too, rearing its

rude structure amidst the surround-

ing woods, stands one of those cu-

rious round towers, of which history.,

oral or written, has given no account,

and on which human supposition can

throw no light. Here, too-, are still to

be seen the picturesque ruins of a

monastery, once the abode of saints,

or the as.yium of impostors ; and the

remains of seven distinct oratories, or

places of worship, which are called,

by the peasants of the neighbourhood,

the (f Seven Churches ;" and here,

from time immemorial, on the third

of June, is celebrated the festival of

the saint, who is considered the tu-

telar guardian of this consecrated val-

.iey Saint Keiven.
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Glendilough, or the Valley of

Lakes, reposes in the bosom of an

high and irregular chain of moun-

tains, whose deep shadows throw an

unvaried gloom upon its loveliness,

and, contracting its prospects and li-

miting its views, peculiarly adapts its

romantic solitudes to the purpose of

solemn meditation and religious se-

clusion.

It was here, in the bloom of life,

and perhaps with such a feeling of

the t&dium vit<e as I now suffer, that

Saint Keiven retired from the world

towards the end of the seventh cen-

tury ; here he founded an abbey, of

\vhich he became the superior, and

wrote many of those religious tracts,

which now only exist in the allusions

made to them in the works of later

c a
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Saints. Carrying with him into a

monastery, those graces which belong
to the world ; endowed with a per-

suasive eloquence, calculated to aid

other causes besides that of religion ;

he was, like Abelard, followed into

wilds and deserts by a crowd of de-

voted disciples and admiring auditors.

Among others whom his eloquence,

his piety, and his genius, allured to

the foot of the pulpit from which he

preached, to the steps of the con-

fessional from which he absolved, was

the young and beautiful daughter of

a neighbouring chieftain : she looked,

and listened ; and veneration for the

saint was, ere long, lost in passion

for the man. The struggle between

modesty and tenderness soon became

ineffectual ; and when, in the atti-

tude o penitent confession, she lay
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at his feet, among the innocent sins

of which she accused herself, her

trembling lips breathed, in broken

murmurs, the long-hidden secret of

her sacrilegious passion. The abbot

started from the confessional ; he fled

in shame and horror from the peni-

tent ; he fled from eyes no longer to

be encountered with impunity ; with

whose tears his hands were still hu-

mid : he fled to the thickest parts of

the surrounding woods ; but there,

in their deepest recesses, weeping in

sadness and in love, he found the

penitent : he returned to his monas-

tery ; but, whether he administered:

from the altar, or preached from the

pulpit, the penitent was still before

him. Beautiful in her contrition; in-

spiring, in others, the passion she

wept in herself; she spoke not she

G 4
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asked no return for the love which

consumed her ; but still she pursued

it3 object. In his oratory, in his

cell, at the midnight vigil, or matin

prayer, she was still before him.

On the southern side of the lake

which bathes the valley, rises a rude,

steep, and perpendicular rock, terrific

in its aspect, and almost inaccessible

from its alarming position. Here the

man of God sought an asylum against

the power of woman, by hewing out

a cave, in the heart of this, seemingly,

inaccessible rock ; and, when the se-

cret work was completed, he laid him

down to rest, and thanked Heaven for

the asylum it enabled him to obtain,

against a temptation, too difficult, per-

haps, to be longer withstood : but

when the morning dawned, and its
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beams put to flight his holy

slumbers, he raised his eyes, and be-

held, at the mouth of his cave, the

lovely countenance of the persevering

penitent. Feeling his increasing dan-

ger from the solitude of the place,

he stretched out a trembling hand to

drive away the fatal intruder, and

plunged her from the summit of the

rock into the lake beneath. Struck

at once by love and by remorse, he

fell on his knees, and offered up a

fervent prayer to Heaven for. her pre-

servation : his prayer was heard. He
beheld her floating, like the presiding

spirit of the lake,- upon the bosom of

the water, and singing a strain of

melody,
" to take the prisoned soul,

and wrap it in Elysium." Here this

romantic tradition abruptly ends, and

c 5
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leaves the further resistance of the

abbot at least doubtful.

The legend was repeated to me by

one of the guides of the valley, while

I stood beside the lake opposite to the

wonderful cave. The tale is but one

of a thousand which I have heard in

this valley ; but it is also the most

interesting and most probable. There

is, perhaps, nothing so interesting to

the human mind, as a contemplation

of the unequal struggle between pas-

sion and grace, or, in simple words,

between religion and love. I can

scarcely take my eyes off this conse-

crated cave. In spite of the intimi-

dating admonitions of my guide, I

have climbed this terrific' rock, and

entered the awful excavation. I shud-

dered as I looked down ; the view
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was horrible ; and yet a woman as-

cended this rock, and a man was be-

loved to such an excess, as to make

a young timid womatt thus brave

destruction, in its most frightful as-

pect. Now I give myself Tip to the

dreams of my imagination. But, oh !;

if, for. me, there existed such a wo*

man! Gracious God ! if we live not

for the enjoyments of the heart, what

else is there besides to live for ?

I return to town to-morrow ; and'

long shall the remembrance of the

sweet sensations I experienced in the

valley of Glendilough visit my me-

mory, and its scenes and its traditions

recur to my imagination and, my
heart. Adieu !,

c<5
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LETTER V.

IT is certain, that, in the scale of

nature, there is not a more insepa-

rable connexion of cause and <-/fect,

than between exquisite sensibility and

exquisite misery.

T am wretchedly alive to the cold-

ness and indifference I meet with in

every countenance, and vainly sigh to

find one mind congenial to my own.

My heart, in this dearth of cordial

intercourse by which I am sur-

rounded, feeds on the recollection of

its past enjoyments ; and my feelings,

without one concordant tone to re-
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animate their powers, vibrate only in

unison to the strains of memory.

" Full on ourselves descending in a line,

Pleasure's bright beam is feeble in delight}

Delight intense is taken by rebound 3

Reverberated pleasure fires the heart."

The vestal coldness with which

your question was demanded, made

me smile. Yes, the Irish women are

beautiful, eminently beautiful, pre-

senting in the softness and vivacity of

their manners, all that we most ad-

mire in the French, and esteem in

the English women. But, my dear

friend, how difficult to find that cul-

tivation of the intellectual powers;

that delicacy of taste, that refinement

of sentiment, that ethereal tcne of

mind, and of manner ; which places

woman in the sphere for which she
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was created, holding the intermediate

degree between angel and man !

x

Now there are two lovely beings

in the house with me, nieces to Lady
L , beautiful as the houri of Ma-
hornet. .Their personal charms attract

rne incessantly to their society,

their insipidity as incessantly repels

me ; I gaze on them with rapture,

listen to them with disappointment,

and leave them without reluctance :

thus, they at once carry their <c bane

and antidote" about them ; and, hap-

pily for my heart, their conversation

presents a never-failing remedy to the

ills their eyes inflict. Nor is their

education wholly neglected ;
on the

contrary, you find here, as elsewhere,

the usual routine of female accom-

plishment generally attended to.
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" I knew," said Madame de Mont-

espagne, speaking of her two rivals

De Fontange and Maintenon,
" I

should triumph over the stupid

beauty ; but I cannot counteract the

witchcraft of an elegant arid fascinat-

ing conversation." Do you remem-

ber my beautiful fugitive nun of

Languedoc ? She was my first love ;

and had her mind borne any propor-

tion to her personal attractions, she

had probably been my last. Oh !

may I never meet with such a being,

whose power over the heart, the pas-

sions, and the understanding, is

equally irresistible !
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LETTER VI.

1 WHITE to you, my dear friend,

from the castle of L ; a venerable

structure, the residence of iny ances-

tors, and now the refuge of the most

friendless of their progeny : it is

situated in what may be termed the

classic ground of Ireland ; for, in this

part of Connaught, you find the cha-

racter, the manner, the language,

and the music of the ancient Irish in

all their primitive originality ; and the

names Ossiari and Fingal are as well

known among these old Milesians

as in the Hebrides.
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To this remote province, whose

shores are washed by the "
steep

Atlantic," were the native Irish driven

by political and religious persecution ;

and, as a free intercourse between

them and the rest of the country was

not established till after the Restor-

ation, I expect to find many of those

literary traditions, which throw a

light upon the history and character

of every country, which has had the

good or ill fortune to preserve them

from the wreck of time, or the de-

vastation of warfare.

At present I possess that sort of

existence which Pliny the Younger so

often languished to enjoy, that of

"
being and doing nothing." My

little pupils, who were to meet me here

from another seat of their father's,
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are not yet arrived ;
the weather

confines me to the house, without

books, without society ; and, placed

in that sphere which vibrates between

memory and hope, the interval of

existence is a mere blank, and my
own thoughts the very wretchedest

companions I could have.

CONTINUATION.

"
LIFE," said Pindar,

"
is the

dream of a shadow :" a sublime de-

finition, and exquisitely expressive of

the inconsequence of man : mine is

the shadow of a sorry dream indeed.

I am losing hourly that happy fa-
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calty of imagination which sheds a

false, but pleasing light on my clays ;

hope fades in the gloom of disappoint-

ment ; my mind sinks into lethargic

slumbers, and the faint beams, which

my understanding emits, serve but to

show me I am wretched. The flow

and ebb of joy or sorrow would now

roll over my senses unfelt.

In short, my dear friend, apathy

consumes me; I labour under that

depression of mind which slackens

the faculties without destroying them,

which leaves us sensible of the sad

vacuity of intellect without the power
of remedy. I feel that life, if not

animated by the tender affections of
the heart, is insupportable ; and that

existence, without some object in

view, without some pursuit, in a
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word, without passion, to a mind

lively and ardent as mine, whether in

the world or in solitude, is
" the

death of the soul."
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LETTER VII.

THE village schoolmaster having met

me two or three times wandering
about the rocks with a book in my
hand, took it into his head that I was

a learned man, and came to^jpay i

a visit in consequence ; for he is

himself a very erudite personage, and

the prince of mathematicians ; he

sends rebusses and charades to the

Ladies' Magazine ; expounds riddles,

and starts problems, which no 6rie

can solve but himself.

He opened his learned intrench-

ments with Aristotle, talked of ca-

tegories, interpretations, and predi-
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cables; of surfaces and solids, sections

and symbols, triangles and tangible

bodies, Burgersdic, Des Cartes, and

Newton, all in a breath ; however,

he soon found that " there were

more things in heaven and earth than '

were dreamt of in my philosophy,"

and I really believe he parted from

me with the happiest assurance of

his own superiority, and of my being

little better than a blockhead ; for

while he was in the act of defining a

quiddity, I interrupted him to inquire

jnta the possibility of procuring an

old Irish poem I had heard my father

repeat. He shook his head con-

temptuously, and replied, that he

never troubled himself with such bar-

barous productions, though Aristotle

condescends to mention Ireland, and
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Strabo speaks of it as being in the

possession of the Carthaginians.

I have seen nothing of my mathe-

matical friend since, and my only

companion is an old house-steward,

who appears coeval with the castle,

and who is so truly attached to the

family of L ,
that he feels a

lively interest for its remotest mem-

ber ; he loves his glass, sings the best

Irish songs in the world, and unites

the most respectful manners to a

loquacity, when indulged, the most

unbounded. From him I learned

some characteristical and domestic

anecdotes of which I was ignorant*

Last night he leaned on the back of

my chair while I supped on an excel-

lent salad of his dressing : "It is five-

and-twenty years, come eve of St.
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Patrick, young gentleman," said he,
<f since I helped your father on with

his surtout in this very room ; he

came to get my Lord to intercede

with his father about marrying the

heretic lady, and changing his re-

ligion, but it would not do ; so said

I,
' Please your honour, if you would

'just speak a word to father Fitz-

-'

gerald, he has a charm against the

' devil and all his works, that would
1 soon bring you back to the church:'

but he only shook his head and

smiled, just as you do sometimes,

Sir, when you look very melancholy

it was such a smile as brought the

tears into my eyes ; so, just as I was

barring the great gate after him, he

turned round, shook me by the hand,

and squeezed a crown piece into it

we never saw him after. Ah ! he
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was the worthiest and best soul thfrt

ever crossed a threshold ; I see tiio-

body like him, in these days, at all."

My dear friend, .how fondly does

the heart hang rpon the praises of

the objects of its tenderness and re-

gret ! and a strain of elegiac en-

comiums to the memory of those we

love, ,is, like the music of the country
I .inhabit,

" sweet though mournful

to the soul." The eulogiums qf this

honest old fellow drew a tear of filial

pride and affection to my eye ; nor

w.as it
:alone suffused : the dim eyes

of Michael bore testimony ;

to the

strength of his feelings; ",-b.ut he

\viped them soon :" and if I am not

deep in ;t|he politics of the family, it

is not Michael's fault ; he has, like

VOL. i.
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the rest of his countrymen, the happy
art of" painting a character by a single

stroke ; and by that he gave me of

his second young master, Major
L

, I imagine he is what the

young Irish gentlemen were some

fiftv years back, capable of good or

ill, in the extreme of both of a brave

and ungoverned spirit, formed by the

pressure of the times, and ignorant

of the minor morals, and milder

virtues of refined and social life.

Michael says, however, he is worthy

the richest heiress in the county,

but that the richest heiress in the

county is promised in marriage to his

elder brother. Michael then digressed

into a little episode, which did not

form the least interesting part of his

narrative.
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By the death of an only son, at the

age of eighteen Olivia Desmond be-

came only child and heiress to Sir

Patrick Desmond, the antiquity of

whose family is enriched by the splen-

dour of those actions to which the

annals of this country bear testimony.

This splendour has not been di-

minished by its present representative;

in the independence of his soul, and

the princely munificence of his hospi-

tality,
it revives with added dignity.

Olivia had been contracted in mar-

riage to my relation, the present

Lord L
,
on the death of his first

lady. The close proximity oftwo noble

estates, and the united strength of two

powerful houses, suggested the match;

but love suggested another covenant

more consonant to the heart of Olivia:

D 2
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she adopted the seducing sophistry of

his arguments, by eloping with a

young man who had educated her

brother, and acted as preceptor to

herself in the polite languages ; and

from bis lips his charming pupil too

soon learned "
it was no sin to love."

The resentment of the Baronet was

rather fixed and passive than active

and transient ; he did not pursue the

husband of Olivia with that virulence

which the law permits, but he aban-

doned his child ; and the vow which

cast her for ever an alien from his love

and from his inheritance, was breathed

n thealtar of that God whosesanctuary
was violated by the merciless act.

The succession of twenty years con-

firmed its inviolability, and the ten-

derness indulged by the twenty years
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which, preceded them, never once re-

turned, to soften the asperity of that

resentment which had dictated it.

The unpatronized talents of the hus-*

feand of Olivia placed her in no higher

Faok of life than the wife of a country
schoolmaster in the North of Ireland.

For twenty years, hope still repaired

the ravages which filial contrition had

inflicted ; but when hope had ex-

hausted its balm, her sensibility

shrunk beneath the repetition of its

attacks, and she died in the arms cf

that husband for ivhorn alone she had

lived.

One daughter only, was the fruit

of this unhappy marriage : it was the

substituted gift of Heaven for every

other blessing. The affectionate child

would have expired on the grave of

D 3
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one parent, but it was requisite she

should live to be the support of ano-

ther. The spirit of her father drooped
over the tomb of his wife ; his atten-

tion to his profession slackened, and

his school gradually decreased. The

education and talents of the young
Olivia had acquired her some celebrity

in the neighbourhood in which she

lived, and she soon learnt to derive a

benefit from them, more grateful to

her heart than the admiration they

excited, by their industrious applica-

tion to increase the little revenue of

her father, and to afford him those

delicacies, the state of his health and

mind required.

The mornings of Olivia were de-

voted to the education of some young
females of rank in the neighbourhood,
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and the evenings to the administration

of those comforts to her father, her

industry had procured him. The

decline of her own health was no pre-

vention to those exertions, which

were stimulated by filial tenderness

and anxious sensibility ;
and the mind

of Olivia rose superior to the consti-

tutional weakness which would have

subdued its efforts.

This affecting circumstance was re-

peated by a mutual friend, to Sir

Patrick Desmond. Death, when it

snatched away the object of his re-

sentment, extinguished the feeling in

his bosom ; and his heart, ever alive

to virtue, whether suffering or tri-

umphant, when it interfered not with

the ruling prejudices of his inflexible

character, acknowledges the interest-

D 4
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ing and amiable Olivia as the idol of

its most fender affection. He has

already assigned over to her a hand-

some independence, by which she is

enabled to support her father in com-

parative affluence, and to indulge the

charitable and benevolent propensities

of her heart, in their fullest ^xtent ;

and, though she has not yet been able

to effect a reconciliation between her

two parents, she presides over the

princely establishment, and is the

acknowledged heiress of one, without

labouring under any painful prohi-

bition with respect to the other.

It is a singular circumstance, that

those family views, which hacl been

frustrated by the imprudence of the

mother, should be not only realized

by the daughter, but sanctioned by
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the warmest affection of her heart.

An attachment has long subsisted be-

tween Olivia and Colonel L , and

their nuptials only await the return of

the Colonel from the continent.
"

It

was a mortal hard case, your Honour,"

said Michael,
" to be ordered off to

foreign parts, as my young master

was, just as he had fallen so des-

perately in love ; and when all matters

were about to be made up between my
lord and the old gentleman ; and we

all expected such doings at the castle ;

but when he returns from the wars,

the wedding will take place. By the

saints, we shall have rare work, and

Sir Patrick will make the walls of the

old Abbey ring again, or my name is

not Michael M'Carty."

D 5
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I know not why this little novellette

of MichaeFs has interested me, ex-

cept that H is through the medium of

self-love; for Michael prefaced his

story by saying,
"
Myself often does

be thinking, so I do, when I sees

your Honour coming home all so-

lonely, after your long walk, with

your book in your hand, that you
and Madam Olivia would do mortal

well together-, for she loves a long

walk alone by herself too ; and as to

the book, it is never out of her hand,

as James the footman says, who at-

tends her in all her visits to the sick

poor ;
and James says she has more

laming than the parson, not to speak

of her playing on the harp* I

shall never forget, after the Colonel 1

ordered away, and my Lady
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brought her to spend some time at

the castle, how sweetly she used to

sing
i Scar fuint na Companach,' or

' The Parting of Friends ;' but it was

always after the family were gone to

bed, and she- used to play, at the

window, of a fine still night ; for my
Lady, who somehow takes to out-

landish song tunes, used to laugh at

Miss Livy for singing cronans"

I should like to know this Olivia.

But she is at present at Bath, with

her grandfather, whose ill health.

obliges him to spend a part of every

year there. I have, however,., visited

Desmond Abbey, and have dis-

covered, on the shores of a lake,

whose wild romantic scenery recalled

the sweet lake of Bienne to my mine},,

D<5
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a little fishing-house, fitted up irt

such an appropriate style of fanciful

elegance as gives the highest idea

of the correct taste which presided

over its arrangement: there was an

^Eolian harp in one of the windows,

which vibrated sweetly to the breeze

as I entered ; and at a little distance

from the door, an inscription to the

nymph of the lake, which I would

have copied for you, but that two

>ittle fragments written on one of the

windows attracted my attention : one,

addressed " To first Love," was signed

Frederick L j the other i? dis-

tinguished by th initials of Olivia's

ftame.

Both probably took rise from the

eircnm stances and eonfersations tff
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the passing moment; when fancy
stole her inspirations from the

lip of

love, and genius realized what pas-
sion dictated : if so, how I envy the

authors J
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LETTER VIII.

THE family of L arrived here a :

few days back, with a crowd of com-

pany ; and so little do these people

understand the science of employ--

ment, or the art of giving pleasure its

true zest by the poignant charm of

novelty, or the magical force of con-

trast, that, among the sublime and

beautiful of nature, among rocks and

torrents, and woods and mountains,

they pursue the same idle routine of

frivolous and insipidamusements which

interested and engaged them amidst

the smoke and din, the bustle and

noise, of the dissipated metropolis.

Thus, neglecting to "consult the
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genius" of the place in every thing,

Lady L has her green-house and

aviary in Merrion Square, and her

billiard-room and Faro-bank in the

country. Notwithstanding all this, I

think every one seems tired of the

other ; they yawn more in an hour

than they laugh in a week, and fre-

quently recall to my mind Voltaire's

animated picture of Lassitude and

Ennui :

" De soi mme peu satisfait

On veut du monde il embarrasse,.

Le plaisir fuit, le jour se passe

Sans sgavoir ce que Ton fait."

Ah ! but, my good friend, there is

somebody else arrived in the country
besides Lady L and her group of

automatons ! It is Olivia, the heroine

of my little novel. She appeared at a
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Jete-champetre.,'given by Lady L ,

last night. Shall I confess a weak-
/

ness, which, knowing me as yourdof

you have probably anticipated .and

smiled at ? Often, since I first heard

Qf this amiable young person, have

my heart and imagination enriched

her with all those touching graces,

those seldom met, and superior en-

dowments, with which I have so fre-

quently decked the "celestial visitant,"

my own rapturous melancholy loves

to create. I cannot describe to you-

with what emotions I heard her an-

nounced, and beheld her enter ; yet

the appearance of Olivia is not of that

striking description to fix the gaze of

admiring attention amidst the splen-

dour of a ball-room, and a crowd of

beautiful competitors.
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Olivia is rather bewitching than

beautiful ; but there is a certain art-

less poignancy in her air, an original

something, which possesses a charm

not to be defined : it will not strike

every one, but those it does will feel

it sensibly. Her movements are

graceful beyond the reach of art, for

hers is the grace of sentiment rather

than of external motion, and is in

my eyes a thousand times more beau-

tiful than even beauty itself j it ani-

mates her every action, but it is most

eminently conspicuous- when she

dances. A thousand times, as her

light form flitted by me in the dance,

did I feel the full force of the Spec-
tator's assertion, that " to be a good

dancer, it is requisite to have a good

understanding." There was a soul in

the dancing of Olivia, which seemed
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even to dissipate the fashionable list-

lessness of her tonish partners, and a

wild, native, feminine vivacity in her

air and manner, which seemed not the

effect of confidence, but the cause of

the most winning ease and modest

freedom : yet I thought at times she

appeared to lose all interest in the

gaiety in which, a moment before,

she seemed to participate with all her

heart ; an air of abstraction stole over

her animated countenance, as if she

involuntarily retired within herself;

and a glance of intelligence lurked in

her eye, which slyly seemed to satirize

the lively sallies her lips dispersed to

the triflers who fluttered round her ;

while the tone of her voice, the most

touching, the most harmonious I ever

heard, constantly raised expectation,

the matter which excited its powers,

destroyed.
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I hovered so constantly near her,

that it was almost impossible I should

not attract her notice ; more than

once her eye met mine, and while

she spoke to Lady L in a half-

whisper, I observed her Ladyship

honour me with a glance, and pro-

nource my name sufficiently audibly

for me to hear it. Do you think I

was not proud of the circumstance ?

Indeed I was ! I have since pro-

nounced my name in twenty different

tones. Do you know I think there

is magic in a name !

" And ev'ry tongue that speaks

But Romeo's name, speaks heav'nly eloquence,'*

says the impassioned Juliet.

Olivia ! is not Olivia a sweet name?

it is certainly an Italian appellation, and
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yet it is a very prevailing orte among
some of the old Connaught families,

I am such a bashful blockhead, I could

not for the soul of me muster up

courage to get myself introduced to

her, nor indeed did I much covet a

ball-room introduction to such a wo-

man as Olivia. She retired early, and

I followed her example, and have been

ever since thinking that Colonel L
must be the happiest man in the world.

Heigh, ho ! do you know I could find

it in my heart to fall in love, if I too

could meet with an Olivia.

"
Perduto, e, tutto il tempo

Che in amore non si spende/'

says Tasso ; poor Vanini * said the

* He was consigned to an Auto-da-fe by the

Inquisition, for asserting that every hour wa*

lost which was not spent in love.
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same, and burnt in
" flames no way

metaphorical" for the assertion.

Should I be so fortunate as to get

acquainted with this interesting wo-

man, I think it will do me all the

good in the world ; it will promote a

free circulation of thought, and rouse

the stagnant energies of my mind.

It is so pleasant to meet with a

being whose ideas assimilate to our

own ! it is the foundation of all social

bliss ; and if there is not some coin-

cidence of mind between Olivia and

your friend, the supposed intuition of

sympathy has deceived him wofully

indeed. I am told she is a very su-

perior musician, reads much, and

writes many such little effusions as I

found in the fishing-house. She loves

too, and is beloved : this would *en-
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der our friendship singular and deli-

cious, and dispel at once the only

danger I should have to fear from so

sweet a connexion.
.

-

How unlike are the females I have

met with here, to the idea I have

formed of Olivia ! they are so vapid,

so trifling, so inconsequent ! The

society altogether indeed, here, is in-

supportable ; conversation is at its

lowest ebb, dry common-place, and

uninteresting ; neither strengthened

by reflection, nor chastened by senti-

ment ; neither enlivened by wit, uf
enriched by literary observation.

As you may suppose, therefore, I

spend little time in the drawing-room
of Lady L . Being alone in a

crowd, is to me of all solitudes the
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most frightful ; and I always prefer a

ramble amidst the mountains and

rocks of this wild country, or a seat

amidst the picturesque ruins of a very

fine abbey in the neighbourhood, to

the tonish garrulity of her Ladyship's

fashionable guests. This self-retire-

ment Pope terms the "pis aller of

mankind :" it is certainly a pis aller

with me ; for I have a mind formed

for society, and a heart, whose every

pulsation throbs in unison with its.

pleasures and its endearments.
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LETTER IX.

IT is long, my dear friend, Vmce a

post-day has been to me " a day of

melody ;" existence seems to suffer a

degree of suspension in the interme-

diate intervals ; and the pleasure

which thrills through my heart, when

I receive a letter from you, or my
beloved little family, and the fears,

the tender anxieties a disappointment

occasions, are my only proof that my
feelings are yet alive to the influence

of bliss or anguish ;
and that there

yet throb some affectionate hearts, in

whom I excite, for whom I feel, an

interest. Were it not for that, what

were the life of man !
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I have this moment received your

long-wished-for letter. I am not at

all surprised that your literary ac-

quaintance disappointed you. You
are amazed to find a man of genius a

coxcomb ; but prepare yourself, my
dear friend, for many such disap-

pointments in your journey through

life, if you expect to meet with per-

fect conformity of parts and consist-

ency of character, in the "
summary

and central poiut of all existence,

man."

Tycho Brahe, who laughed at that

phenomenon, an eclipse, which then

filled the world with consternation and

dread, would yet resign himself to the

most desponding depression of spirits,

if an old woman was the first to salute

him in the morning, or a hare crossed

VOL, i. $
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him at the entrance of his house. The

immortal Verulam has been charac-

terized as

" The wisest, brightest, meanest of mankind."

James II. of England, as a brave ge-

neral, a dastardly monarch ; Louis

XIV. the hero of his age, the tool of

his mistresses ; and Aristotle, the

prince of philosophers, and who ob-

tained as universal an empire over the

minds of mankind, as did his pupil

over their rlives and properties, the

most finished fop in Greece. Such,

my dear friend, are the incongruities

of the human character; but a young

mind, reared in retirement and soli-

tude, knowing the world only by

books, and judging of man by its

own virtuous bias, enters on busy

bustling life full of " the vulgar er-
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rors of the wise ;" giving to virtue,

or to genius, its appropriate qualifi-

cations, and, in the unbridled expect-

ations of an heated fancy, sketching

a prelude for innumerable mortifica-

tions : the glow of its pleasing de-

lusion soon fades in the disappoint-

ment of worldly experience ; and,

when it finds that beauty has no in-

separable connexion with goodness,

genius with virtue, talents with recti-

tude, nor speculative philosophy with

moral excellence, it sighs over the

ruins of its frail hopes, and but too

often exclaims,
" Alas ! poor human

nature !" For my part, my' own

disappointments in this respect have

been so numerous, that I should not

be much surprised to find that this

new " dweller of my thoughts,'* this

E 2
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dangerous Olivia, had not, to use a

term of Swift, thrown off all the leav-

ings of the sex ; and that is, I assure

you, the strongest proof I could give

of my scepticism to the perfection of

our own natures.

I must thank you a thousand times

for your letter, and your kindness to

my mother ; but I think it were ad-

visable for her not to leave Switzer-

land until my prospects clear up a

little ; besides that, she can manage
her little income there, to more ad-

vantage than either here or in Eng-
land. Ah ! my dear friend, it is this

helpless little family which at once

attaches me to., and embitters life.

" The valiant in himself, what can he -suffer ?

Or what need he regard his single woes ?"
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What indeed ! Let me know if you
have heard from oar old preceptor at

Geneva, or any of our school-com-

panions. I found many of their names

written in an old Horace which had

got among the few books I brought
over with me : how many pleasant

boyish recollections did it revive ! Yetr
after all, I doubt if the state of child-

hood is susceptible of all the happi-

ness ascribed to it ; it is rather an ex-

emption from evil,. than an actual en-

joyment of good, which constitutes

its chiefest blessing. There are many
hidden sources of delight, dormant

at that period, which enrich and ele-

vate our being in a more mature day.

The pleasures of the imagination and

the mind, the retrospect of past hap-

piness, and the anticipation of future,

are unknown to the child : he lives
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but for the present moment ;

you will perhaps say, has he not, in

that, an advantage over all the philo-

sophers of the earth ?
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LETTER X.

I HAVE met with an adventure. Yes-

terday I ilung my gun at my back,

and rambled about the mountains for

some time without firing a shot, until,

wearied by the sultry influence of the

hour, I directed my-steps to a little

coppice, which wound down the sides

of a rugged steep, and seemed to

screen, from the chill mountain blast,

a cottage, whose blue curling smoke

rose above the plantation of fir and

copper-ash which sheltered it. Struck

by its picturesque situation, I was in-

duced to sketch it, with the surround-

ing scenery, in the blank leaf of a book.

I held in my hand : when, on a nearer

JE 4
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approach, I heard the confused prattle

of childish voices, and, supposing it

some little receptacle of learning,

" Where sits the dame disguis'd in look pro-

found,

And eyes her fairy throng, and turns her wheel

around/'

I advanced cautiously to take a glance
of one of those characteristic and liv-

ing pictures, which equally interest

my heart and taste ; and the thin fo-

liage ofa low quickset hedge favoured

the intention.

Within the door of the cottage,

with all the insignia of birch and spec-

tacles, sat the president of the little

society,
"

stiff, dry, and sage ;" on

either side stood a weeping pupil,

whose 'brows were encircled with the
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disgraceful honours of a dunce's cap,

and whose inarticulate voices cobbed

over the immortal feats of " The Seven

Champions of Christendom." At a

small distance from-the entrance of the

hut, a little group circled round a

white paling, over which leaned a fe-

male form, light and graceful as that

of an hamadryad.- A veil 'but half

drawn, discovered the prettiest mouth

and chin in the world ; and a voice the

most harmonious ? alternately dispensed

encouragement and approbation, some-

times chid, and sometimes advised,

with a sweetness which must have en-

sured reformation in the attentive little

auditory to whom it was addressed.

The fascinating preceptress having
finished her examination, and exhorted

them to an observance of their moral,

E 5
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religious, and school duties, dispensed

rewards proportioned to their merits :

some got a cake, some a toy, some a

book, from a little basket which hung
on her arm. Even the poor weeping

dunces were not forgotten, in spite of

the remonstrances of their angry in-

structress ; and one chubby smiling

being got a kiss into the bargain

how I envied the little rogue ! She

then thanked the lady-president for

her great attention, and departed :

she was followed by a servant, who

drove a garden chair ; and as she

walked slowly up a steep hill, I fled

from my covert, and darting through
a thick plantation, sprung over a ditch,

so as to cross the path she had taken.

No ruse de guerre was ever better ma-

naged : I met her full it was Olivia !

JHad I indulged myself in the impulse
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of the moment, I should have bent

my knee to her as she passed, with

more animated devotion than ever vo-

tarist did at the shrine of his patron

saint ; but I only bowed respectfully,

and even that I felt presumptuous, as

I had not been presented to her. To

my astonishment, she addressed me,

with the most winning ease, by my
name ; and her inquiries for the family

of L formed a kind of excuse for

my walking by her side; and the walk

was prolonged by her noticing the book

I held in my hand. " Ah! Ossian,"

said she, with animation, turning over

the leaves, and reading with great

energy the following lines :
" Often

does the memory of former times come

like the evening sun on my soul."-

<c Often indeed!" said she expressive-

ly; and after a pause of a moment.
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she added,
" This is the poetry of the

heart and that heart which is en-

dowed with most sensibility, will be

most alive to its beauties." She paused,

I believe, for me to speak, but I conti-

nued silent, and she went on, I think,

with a look ofdisappointment: "There

is however a natural enthusiasm requi-

site to cherish a taste forOssian, which

all who read, and indeed who admire

him, do not possess."
" And you

exclude me, I fancy ?" said I with a

smile,
" from the number of that

elected few who do." " Had such

been my supposition, politeness would

have spared the observation
; but he

who makes a work the companion of

a solitary walk, cannot do it from os-

tentation, and he who reads Ossian

from taste, cannot be a common man"
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How do you think I received the

compliment ? Do you not fancy, you
behold me with the colour rushing to

my face, pleasure dancing in my eyes,

and my whole frame agitated by those

emotions which awakened delight ever

produces in me ? So far indeed you
are right ; but if you imagine you
hear me stammering out a compliment

in return, you are deceived. I conti-

nued as silent as a Faquir in the act

of penance, and fixed my eyes on her

face, with a gaze so ardent, as to

oblige her, in some confusion, to

withdraw hers, and probably left it a

matter of doubt with her, whether I

was a fool or a coxcomb, or both
; for

I observed a sly smile steal over her

countenance, and she began to talk as

she did theother night in LadyL 's

drawing-room, adapting the conver-
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sation to the folly of h v auditor. I

could not support this, and I abruptly

interrupted her, by asking what style

of reading she preferred ; for the soul

of me, I could not torture out. any

thing else to say : she replied,
'' That

which promotes the social virtues of

the heart, by delineating their effects'

in the most amiable and attractive

light, and which is calculated to in-

crease those* sensibilities which bind us-

to life ; but I am indeed a truly desul-

tory reader, perusing almost every

thing I meet with, reading much less

than I wish, and much more than I

ought."
" And can that be possible r"

' ' Oh ! very ! Life is so brief, and

its duties so numerous, that a too in-

tense application to any one pursuit,

situated as I am, must eventually in-

jure another. I have a father, a grand-
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father, who have every claim on my
attention and care : I have dependants

who look up to me for support, infe-

riors for example sacred ties ! Did I

neglect them, I should be unworthy

of the happiness they confer."

" Thrice happy," exclaimed I with

enthusiastic admiration,
" are the ob-

jects who share in these sacred ties, and

thrice blest the man who shall call his

that being, so worthy of the happiness

they indeed only can confer !"
" The

energy of your manner," said she

blushing,
" blinds me to the flat-

tery of your encomium, and gives,

perhaps, an air of truth to that which

was only meant as a merecompliment."

"
No, Madam, I am no flatterer :

a flatterer is insensible to reproof ; and
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fcfeel sensibly the full force of yours.

Though not -always- speaking what 1

think, I. always -think what I speak;,

and the energy of my manner only

rises in proportion to the interest ex-

cited hy the subject which elicits it."

She bowed, and laughingly said,

" To accuse you of a crime, I see,
1

only plunges you deeper in the guilt

you deny; but I fear I have drawn you
out of your road, and intruded on

your time." Thus," said I, catching

her gaiety, .and answering her from

Douglas,
" to lose my hours is -all -the

use Iwish ,to make of time."

fl
Nay then," said she,

"
1 must fly

in my own defence." The servant

then coming up with the garden chair,

she -sprung lightly into it, before I
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could offer her my hand, though I had

it in timid contemplation, and, wish-

ing me good morning, drove off.

How long I remained on the spot

where she left me, I know not ; but

the family were at dinner when I got

home, and the next morning a boy
came for a reward for bringing me my
Ossian ; how or where I dropt it, I

cannot recollect. Nothing can be

more amiable than the character this

charming woman supports, even among
those who are but ill calculated to form

any just estimate of a being, so every

way above their powers of discrimina-

tion, and the ordinary level of her sex.

Some rigid old maids and disappointed

widows accuse her of volatility ; and

some un-idead girls and empty boys,

of pedantry ; but no one dares to doubt
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the excellence of her heart, or the

brilliancy of her talents ; and, for my
own part, she has given me a more

elevated idea of human excellence,

than, even in my most sanguine mo-

ments of philanthropy and good-will

to my fellow-creatures, I ever dared to

indulge in. Hergrandfather is esteemed

and respected by all ranks, and is the

only gentleman in these parts who

cultivates Irish literature, or appears

anxious to rescue, from total oblivion,

the poetry and music of his country,

He is, in every respect, the true type

of the old Irish chieftain : implacable

in his resentments, making a prompt
decision the criterion of his wisdom ;

generous, open, and unsuspicious, even

where caution might be warranted by

experienced imposition ; indiscrimi-

nately hospitable and benevolent -

t find
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considering himself as bound to sup-

port the welfare and interest of his fa-

mily, even to the most remote member

who can claim a shadow of affinity to

him. His house, I am told, displays

the profuse abundance of other times,

rather than the refinements of modern

luxury ; and his Irish manuscripts, his

harper and his ruins, hold the next

place in his heart to hisgrand-daughter,

whom he loves to idolatry.
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LETTER XI.

YESTERDAY, thinking of nothing

more than Olivia, thinking of nothing
less than beholding her, I entered the

drawing-room abruptly, and found her

there alone. Imagine my confusion

but it vanished when she addressed

me. This woman has the power, be-

yond all I ever met, ofconferring that

ease on others which so eminently

characterizes her own manners. In a

moment I was seated by her on the

couch, and listening- to her complaints

of disappointment at not finding Lady
L at home.
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(( And here," said she, taking up a

book she had flung down at my en-

trance,
"

I had forgotten her Ladyship
and myself over a volume of Marmon-

tel. In works of taste and fancy there

is a tenderness, an animation, in the

French style, which hurries away the

heart and imagination, even in despite

of the judgment ; and this sorcery of

style, though certainly not indigenous

to the sterner soil of British literature,

is rapidly engrafting itself upon our

more nervous productions."

( '
I have found the accuracy of your

remark," said I,
"

in the style of many

English works which I have read since

my arrival in this country ; though
Lord Roscommon, in his celebrated

critique on the two styles, almost bids

defiance to their amalgamation ; and
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though it is certain that the English

do retain the f

sterling bullion of lan-

guage,' yet we must not deny that the

French possess the power of enriching

the republic of letters, by working it

to the greatest advantage ; we are also

indebted to them for that style of no-

vel-writing, which, to the destruction

of romance, distinguishes the present

day."

"
Yes," said Olivia,

"
it is to the

pen of Madame la Fayette, more pow-
erful than the wand of Urganda, that

we owe the annihilation of giants and

dwarfs, terrific heroes and superna-
tural heroines."

" And it was for a woman only,"
said I, smiling,

" to vindicate the

feelings of the heart ; for it is the
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tender and subtle fancy of a woman

only which can enter into all the deli-

cate shades of its emotions.'*

" And yet," said Olivia, archly,
"
you men consider the minds of wo-

men, as the Swiss do their gold-mines

in La Valnis, which the public good
will not suffer to be opened."

" And with reason," said I.
"

Self-

preservation is the most indelible law

of nature, and instinctively teaches us

to weaken those powers which, even

in their most debilitated state, are but

too dangerous. For my own part, a

learned attack from the whole college

of the Sorbonne would be less formi-

dable to me, than one touching senti-

ment from the lips of a lovely woman."
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Here the entrance of Lady L

put an end to our conversation, and I

was delighted to observe that Olivia

ineffectually struggled to bear a part

in the detail offlippant nothings which

always constitute her Ladyship's dis-

course. I left the room immediately,

but, by lingering about the lawn till

Olivia's carriage was ordered, I ob-

tained a bow and a smile as she passed

me.

And of what consequence was it to

me that she bowed and smiled ? she

did so the next moment to a peasant

who saluted her. But, heavens and

earth ! there are as many various cha-

racters in a bow and a smile as in the

Chinese language : how I hated them

both at the levee ofa minister of state !

But oppose the seraph smile of Olivia
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to the sycophantic leer of a hackneyed

placeman, and fill up the intermediate

degrees if you can.

My mother's silence fills me with a

thousand alarms. Lord Bolingbroke
terms suspense

" the only insupport-

able misfortune in life," and it is cer-

tainly the one, above all others; I can

bear with least patience or fortitude.

If Monsieur Soutumont wrote to you,

he probably mentioned my little family :

pray let me know, and write soon.

VOL. i.
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LETTER XII.

JL ou have often said to me, my dear

friend, when chiding me for some

little extravagance of sentiment, or

some eccentricity of conduct, "There

is a romantic independence of mind

about you almost savage ; for I doubt

if you will ever submit to those ra-

tional subordinations instituted for

the well-being of society, and from

which the truest independence flows,"

But the fact is, I can wear my chains

as light and as willing as another,

provided they are self-imposed ; nor

am I, what Lord Bacon calls, one of

those " humorous and self-pleasing

minds which go near to think their
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very garters shackles" quite the con-

trary.

I undertook the education of my
little cousins with pleasure, and pur-

sued the task with increasing interest,

until what I meant to confer as an

obligation, evidently became a duty ;

and from that moment, weariness and

reluctance have marked the pursuit.

These narrow-minded people defeat

their own interest, by the greedy and

over-reaching avarice with which they

urge its promotion.

Education is always the snare which

parental anxiety, ungoverned by rea-

son, lays to entrap possibility and

common sense. These people weary
me by their importunities, their ca-

price, and their objections : my Lord

F 2
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thinks wisdom should be taught, as

religion was heretofore,
"

by stripes;"

and my Lady, who was never bur-

dened with one original idea, supposes

that all intellectual information should

be "
governed by a clock." You who

know how I was educated by my fa-

ther, who levied,

" with an easy way,
A tax of profit from my very playj"

whose system of education, though

perfect, was never obvious, and who

stole me into improvement, under all

the attractions of pleasure ; you will

judge how inimical my sentiments are,

on this head, to the common-place
ideas of these people : what is worse,

they deliver their opinions with an air

so imposing, that they almost force

to feel myself the thing they would
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make me ; so true it is, that even the

freedom of moral agency may be re-

stricted by situation, and stability of

principle weakened, if not destroyed,

by a long and close association with

narrow, vulgar, and illiberal minds.

I at first seized upon this employ-

ment, as the most efficacious antidote

against that lassitude and dejection,

which my wounded spirits and the

nervous affection of my constitution

had produced, as well as the means of

liberating me from the shackles of de-

pendance ;
" for it is certain that the

moment we resolve not to be idle, and

to bear our sufferings with patience,

the anguish of our souls abates ;" and

mine were no common feelings. I

had just lost a father such a father !

I had Jeft aoiother declining in health
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and years, and an unprotected sister,

who looked up to me for that support

1 can only obtain by the precarious

exertions of a man I despise. I doubt

too, if the impatience of my temper,
and- that irritable "independence of

spirit, which still stubbornly resist

the chilling principles of prudence and

interest, will suffer rne to wait on the

tardy operations of a man, who can

only be stimulated to immediate and

active exertion, by self-interest or

pride ; and who, by retaining me in

a state of dependence, can gratify at

once these two leading principles of

his nature. There are, I believe, many
such characters in the world, who

make interest the grand pivot on which'

every action turns ; but this day in-

troduced to rne a man, who has, for

the moment, put me in humour with
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t\\c world, and, what is more, with

myself.

Sir Patrick Desmond made one at a

large dinner-party here to-day, from

which female society was excluded ;

and consequently his charming grand-

daughter did not accompany him :

however, as neither Horatian elegance

nor Attic delicacy, rendered the en-

tertainment the " feast of reason and

the flow of soul," the ladies lost little

by a prohibition, which only excluded

them "from a conversation, of which

horses and dogs formed the chief

topic.

There is more point of manner, and

character of appearance in this old

chieftain, than ever I beheld united

in one person : his tall figure, rising

F 4
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even to majesty, bends gently for-

ward, ratherapparentJyfrom the effects

of recent illness, than old age ; and

the glow, which still burns on his

cheek, seems to owe its warmth to

the vivacity of his mind, rather than

to the strength of his constitution.

Pie speaks of his country, as if he

loved it with the idolatrous fondness

of a primitive Roman ; and in a broad

provincial accent, and that curious fe-

licity of expression he has borrowed

from its original tongue, makes its

language, music, and antiquities, the

almost constant subject of his .con-

versation ; and, as no one seemed

anxious but myself, to participate in

such^ conversation, he appeared flat-

tered by my curiosity and attention.
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When I was assisting him to his

carriage, he spoke of my father, whom
hehad known intimately, as the fondest

son would wish to hear a father spoken

of; and gave me a very cordial and

pressing invitation to the Abbey: on

the latter I shall make no
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LETTER XIII.

" Et je touchais & ces moments

Trop courtes de mon bonheur."

THERE are, perhaps, in the life of

every sentient being, certain moments

which memory never relinquishes, and

which survive the recollection of more

recent periods and more important

hours : stich are those which I have

this day passed with Olivia and her

grandfather.

Sir Patrick Desmond breakfasted

here in the morning, and insisted on

taking me home with him, to show

me the ruins of a castle, erected by
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one of the Hynialls, the Agamem-
nons and Achilleses of Ireland, and

a Druidical Cromlech, both on his

estate.

The old Baronet has treasured a

rich hoard of traditional anecdotes-,

which he takes pride in displaying ;

and seemed not a little flattered by
the attention ad curiosity his recitals

awakened in the mind of his auditor.

We both displayed as much warmth

in fixing the native place of Ossian,

as the commentators of Homer, the

spot which had the honour of giving

him birth. Every mountain in the

province was enriched by a feat of

Fingal ; not an old woman in the

country, but could recite a poem of

his inspired son ; and he pointed to

a promontory, which distance almost
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reduced to a shadow, the extreme

point of which is still called the Seat

of Fingal, of whom the lower order

of Irish repeat many improbable tales.

To all these demonstrative proofs, I

could only recapitulate the opinions

of Blair, the arguments of Home,
and the sentiments of Gibbon ; and

\ve both arrived at Desmond Abbey,
in the same mind with respect to Os-

sian as we set out. We were still

skirmishing when \ve entered the

drawing-room, where we found Oli-

via. I wish you could have seen the

Animated manner in which she re-

ceived me ; the air, at once tender

and playful, with which she chid hep

grandfather for venturing out so early,

while yet an invalid. She is full of

graces ! She was playing the harp

when we entered ; and, at my very
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earnest request, resumed her seat at

the instrument. " Your ear, I sup-

pose, Mr. St. Clair," said the Ba-

ronet,
"

is made up to the delicacies

of foreign music ; and indeed, I be-

lieve Livy is the only girl in the king-

dom who has the courage to oppose

national taste to fashionable preju-

dices."

" The Irish music," said I,
"

is,

in my opinion, calculated to harmo-

nize with every feeling of the sou! ;

it is the music of sentiment and pas-

sion ; and that is the true music of

the heart."

" Then we will have Emuinch EC-

nuic" said the Baronet, with a smile.

Olivia tuned her harp ; and, after a

prelude, in which she displayed an
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execution bold, various, and correct,

struck a few low chords, and sung'the

air, first to the original Irish words,

and then to a translation of her own.

You know my sensibility, my rap-

turous enthusiasm with respect to

music, I was sensibly affected ; the

air, so wild, so plaintive ; the me-

lancholy simplicity of its expression,

the sensibility to its- powers, which

trembled in the melodious tones of

the enchanting songstress, all power-

fully affected me ; and my emotion

increased, as I read the reflection of

my feelings, in the divinely touching

countenance of Olivia : it seemed a

stimulus to her delightful exertions,

and she appeared to derive inspiration

from the admiration she had excited.
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Her last verse was the best ; and

her voice, as it died over the faint

vibration of the chords, had all the

heart-breaking melancholy softness of

the Eolian lyre. She ceased, and I

remained silent and overwhelmed, till

roused by the Baronet's hearty laugh

of gratified parental and national pride:

and Olivia gaily said,
" Your musical

sensibility is so much alive, Mr. St.

Clair, that if I had a mind to banish

my welcome guest, I should play the

' Renzt de Vache* at this moment

with success." I could not help tell-

ing her, and with a look which I be-

lieve ratified the assertion,
" that there

lurked a spell in hert/ozce, to counter-

act the magic of its music ; and that

I should find it less difficult to resist

the influence of the song, than the

attraction of the songstress."
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The hours fled, I cannot describe

how ; but I still feel as if but just

awakened from a delightful impres-
sion of a blissful dream ; and this one

day saves roe from the apprehension

If

' Mourant sans avoir vecu."

The L family had supped be-

fore I returned. Never did their so-

ciety appear to me so cold, so vapid,

so uninteresting. Have you ever felt

the chilling transition of leaving the

society to which intellect and sympa-

thy had attached you, for that in

which you felt yourself isolated and

unconnected ? It is, in my opinion,

one of the most painful sensations to

which the human mind is liable. But

the remembrance of Olivia soon drove

away every reflection less delightful ;
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her dangerous little attentions, her

animated air, her seducing manners,

her music, her conversation, were

present to me the whole night. It is

not love, it is not passion, this wo-

man is capable of exciting ; it is de-

lirium ! The dream may be transient;

but were I the elected object of her

choice, merciful Heavens ! I would

not resign that dream, for all the

realities of a vapid eternity.

It is now an hour past midnight,

and I am going to read " Werter."

I had almost forgotten to tell you,

Olivia lent it to me; and the passages

marked by her pencil, give me the

most flattering conviction of the co-

incidence of our opinions au4 the

congemality of our tastes.
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LETTER XIV.
'

PROM OLIVIA.
.

IT has been said, that every author

has the heel of Achilles ; and the in-

closed little poem will teach you where

to apply the assertion in its fullest

force. In fact, I do not wish to deny,

that I was highly gratified by your

approbation ; for to be insensible to

applause is the first step towards be-

ing careless of deserving it.

;

The singular and plaintive beauty
of the air of " Emuinch Ecnuic"

which, replete with the characteristic

wildness and melting pathos of the
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Irish music, may be deemed an epi-

tome of Irish composition, induced

me to attempt an adaptation of Eng-
lish words to its melody ; and the

ideas I had treasured of the old Irish

fragment of that name, and which

I had learnt from my father in my
earliest childhood, though they gave

me some assistance, were not suffi-

cient to ensure me success in the un-

dertaking ; for the music and poetry

of the Irish are so closely analogous,

and the sound so faithful an echo to

the sense, that the former seems to

bid defiance to the adaptation of any
other language to its melody; and the

latter must always sustain an injury

in its energetic and idiomatic delica-

cies, when given through the medium

of a translation. The following at-

tempt, therefore, which I submit to
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your judgment, is but a very faint

type of the original, which abounds

in the most curious felicity of ex-

pression and exquisite simplicity of

thought. My grandfather, who is

anxious to put my little poetical fugi-

tive into your hands, will have the

pleasure to deliver you this ; and you
will do me the favour to send me back

Werter, if you have finished its per-

usal, by the servant.

EMUINCH ECNUIC;
OR,

NED OF THE HILLS*.

I.

AH ! who is he, whose thrilling tones

Still put my tranquil sleep astray,

More plaintive than the wood-doves' moans,

And sends my airy dreams away 3

* The hero of this, and many other national

ballads, was the ciief or captain of one of those
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II.

'T is I, 't is Edmond of the hLH,

Who puts thy tranquil sleep astray j

Whose plaintive song of sorrow thrills,

And sends thy airy dreams away.

numerous banditties which infested Ireland du-

ring that period when religious animosity and

civil discord involved its unfortunate natives in

all the horrors of anarchy and warfare. The

accounts which are given of Emuinch Ecnuic,

are various and improbable 3 but that most cur-

rent, and most consonant to truth, sketches him

as an outlawed gentleman, whose confiscated

lands and forfeited life animated him to the

desperate resolution of heading a band of rob-

bers, and committing many acts of desperation j

which were frequently counteracted by a gene-

rosity almost romantic, or supported by a spirit

almost heroic. A warrior and a poet, his soul

was "often brightened by the song)" and

Eva, the daughter of a northern chieftain, was

at once Ms inspiration and his theme.
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III.

Here nightly, through the long, long year.

My heart with many a love-pang wrung,

Beneath thy casement, Eva dear,

My sorrows and thy charms I 've sung.

IV.

Thine eye is like the morn's soft grey,

Tinted with ev'ning's azure blue ;

Its first glance stole my soul away,

And gave its every wish to you.

v.

Like a soft gloomy cloud 's thine hair,

Ting'd with the setting sun's warm rays,
'

And lightly o'er thy forehead fair

In many a spiry ringlet plays.

VI.

Oh ! come then, rich in all thy charms ;

For, Eva, I'm as rich in love;

And panting in my cir~'jng arms,

I '11 bear thee to old Thuar's* grove.

* A mountain in Ulster, county of Armagh.
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LETTER XV.

TO OLIVIA.

1 MUST thank you, Madam, a thou-

sand times for this new mark of your

attention, so grateful to my heart,

and so flattering to my taste ; for, to

be supposed to have a taste for ge-

nius, may certainly be ranked next to

its actual possession ; but I shall not

say a \vord of the merit of your little

poem ; it has already excited a tribute

of admiration more naif and animated,

than, in a cooler moment, when, nei-

ther borne away by the sorcery of

your song, nor the charm of your
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voice, it could extort. It is certain

that

" L'oreille est le chemin du coeur/'

Though my mind may be more

susceptible of the excellence of your

poetry as I read it, yet I confess my
heart was more touched by its recita-

tion from lips which

" Not by words pleas'd only j"

however, it was written by your hand,

and that alone is sufficient to raise it,

in my opinion, above the most sacred

relic which ever decked the shrine of

Loretto.

I arn sorry that you have exacted

obedience in the only point on which

I would not most devoutly pay it : I

cannot send you Werter by the ser-
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vant it would be profanation ; be-

sides, it will serve as an excuse for

iny intrusion at the Abbey sooner than

I intended. I shall then have the

pleasure of returning Werter into,

perhaps, the only hands worthy of

him ; and even in doing this I shall

give no small proof of self-denial. It

is true I may have another, but that

other will not be Werter.

The strokes of the pencil guide

and confirm my taste. I feel an in-

effable pleasure in thus finding a co-

incidence in our sentiments. I ima-

gine myself seated by the charming
owner of this book ; I hear her touch-

ing voice express, with truth and de-

licacy, the emotion its perusal excites,

as when she recommended it to me
the other evening; I almost think she

VOL. i. G
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addressr s me in the language of Wer-

ter,
"

It is most certain, that what

renders one person more necessary to

.another, is a similarity of taste and

sentiment." I am not ashamed to con-

fess myself the slave of imagination^

Deprive man of the joys which flow

from that source, and you
" make

him poor indeed." The unfeeling,

the sordid, are sufficiently punished

in being excluded from a participation

of those pleasures which elevate us in

*he scale of thinking beings,,

I feel a certain depression of spirits

from reading Goethe, which commu-

nicates a sensation to my mind, not

perhaps unlike the "
joy of grief,"

so frequently mentioned by Homer,
and your favourite Ossian. Is it

from the contagious melancholy of
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the book, or some other cat e ? I

know not, nor dare I analyze my
feelings. But why tease you with an

insipid history of my sensations ? I

have already to apologize for my in-r

trusion on your time and patience.

I have the honour to remain, &c.
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LETTER XVI.

You are certainly an admirable

preacher of two-and-tvventy ; and fol-

Ipw up your subject through all its

consequences and effects, with the

logical accuracy of a profound dialec-

tician : but " there is a time for all

things," and unfortunately your letter

reached me in that critical period,

which, of all the cycles in the calendar,

was positively the very worst for its

reception, In short, I was in the act of

reading a letter from Olivia ; notwith-

standing, however, I perused yours

with the most reverential respect for

the sage head which dictated it, and

which certainly was dropped, in a mis-
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take, by some of nature's clumsy work-

men, on the shoulders of the gayest

hearted young fellow in the world

instead of being quietly placed upon
the neck of an Indian Bramin, a Chi-

nese Mandarin, or a saint of the Car-

thusian order. The fact is, I believe

you do anticipate your canonization

by a century, and have already chosen

your place in the Album Sanctorum

of self-denying spirits. For my own

part, when I seek my apotheosis, let

me find it in the eyes of such a woman

as Olivia ; and I will not envy the

first on the list of martyrology.

Seriously, however, have no fears

for me. I have often said to you,

that I stood half way between Shaftes-

bury and Hobbcs ; neither thinking

so well of human nature as the for-

G 3
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^
nor so badly as the latter ; but I

believe that every human being has a

certain measure of reason bestowed on

him, which, if not obstructed by pre-

judice, or debilitated by indolence, is

sufficient to guide its possessor in that

path which Providence hath destined

him to walk, through life.

You know that hitherto I have not

-*"
wrapped my talent up in a napkin ;"

and the arguments with which the so-

licitude of friendship has furnished

you, arise rather from your affec-

tionate fears, than from your experi-

ence of my frailty,
in a situation al-

most similar.

How you applauded the mastery I

obtained over my first love my passion

ibr my sweet pensive Languedocian
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nun ! yet you tremble for the colcl

Platonic connexion lam forming with

Olivia the tender, faithful mistress

of another. In any other light I have

never dared, perhaps never wished,

to consider her : but because I am not

to encourage one sentiment, am I

therefore to be excluded from the in-

dulgence of every other? I would

aspire to the happiness of Olivia's

friendship, and in obtaining that I

should be insensible to the deficiency

of a more tender tie.

But you will ask me if I can long

support such an intercourse with im-

punity, or if I am such a Xenocrates

in friendship and in love, as to be ca^

pable of discerning the almost imper-

ceptible line which divides them, where,

the object of the former is possessed

G 4
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of every attraction to excite the latter.

It is true, I am not much conversant

in the doctrine of the modification of

the passions, and I am but too subject

to be borne away by their impetuous

influence, to be able to pause on their

nature and attributes ; but of this I

nm certain, not only from internal

conviction but self-bought experience,

that a tendency to love, when opposed

in its earliest progress by reason and

impossibility, may be moderated into

a sentiment, calm yet elevated ; which

may interest the heart, without intoxi-

cating the senses ; which may engage
the mind, without absorbing the facul-

ties. No more, therefore, my dear

friend, of your warnings and appre-

hensions ; for, whatever may be the

result of my conduct, I feel that I am

influenced in it, by an impulse, stronger
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infinitely than my power to resist,

your arguments to oppose.

or

I send you a copy of Olivia's letter,

and a little poem which accompanied
it ; but for the letter itself, I would

not part with it, though the Jesuits

of Lyons were to give me their volu-

,
minous Chinese history, written in the

Chinese character, in exchange.

Adieu, my young philosopher; I too

am going to philosophize but it is

according to the system of Montaigne,
who makes enjoyment the primary

principle of true philosophy.

We all dine at the Abbey to-day

I shall certainly put your letter in

my pocket, lest danger should press

G
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too closely on me, and I shall op-

pose your phalanx of arguments to

the least of Olivia's smiles. I al-

most envy you so sweet an anta-

gonist.
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LETTER XVII.

THE scenery which surrounds Des-

mond Abbey, and the views it com-

mands, are bold, various, and pictu-

resque : several noble ruins, where

" Many a saint and many a hero trod,"

give them a moral interest ; and taste

seems to have guided the hand of time

in disposing of those

-bold feudal forms

That fancy loves to gaze on."

They have awakened the imitative and

latent talent which it was once my de-

light to cultivate : I fly from the

restraint of a school-room, the com-
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mon-place topics of my Lord's drink-

ing-table, and my Lady's drawing-

room, \yhere, in the words of Vol-

taire,

" On fait tristement grand chere

Sans dire et sans ecouter lien,

Tandis que 1'hebete vulgaire

Vous assiege Vous considere

Et croit voir le souverain bien."

I fly to the environs of Desmond Ab-

bey, and, amidst the " redundance

of its funeral shades," resign myself

to that soft and delicious melancholy
to which the tone of my mind and

feelings is best adapted. Sometimes

the result of my rambles is a tribute

to the local affection and national pride

of the worthy owner of these pictu-

resque scenes ; by whom, and by his

charming grand-daughter, I am fre-
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cfuently caught, seated on the fragment

of a rock, with my port-folio on my
knees. Nothing can be more accept-

able to Sir Patrick than these little

sketches ; nothing can be more grate-

ful to me than the tasteful critiques

and smiles of approbation they extort

from Olivia. I generally accompany
them back to the tea-table, to which

a pressing invitation is never wanting ;

and, to confess the truth, since I have

found this to be the case, I frequently

contrive to fix myself in the path they

are most likely to take in their even-

ing walk. This certainly gives a same-

ness to my views ; but I strive to make

up for want of variety, by unusual ac-

curacy of style and glow of colouring.

By the pleasant association of ideas

this circumstance produces, the de-
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elining sun is to me the most grateful

object in the creation ; and, when his

departing rays tinge the mountains

with purple and gold, and the win-

dows in the west wing of the Abbey
are illumined with his beams, adieu

to cares, languor, and anxiety ; the

bird, whose lively carol is awakened

by his renovating light, is not more

gay, more light-hearted, than I am as

I watch the departure of his glories.

Yesterday evening I met Olivia and

her grandfather walking, and returned

to the Abbey with them. After tea,

when the old gentleman was at chess

with the parson, who dropt in, and I

was leaning on the back of Olivia's

chair at the piano-forte, the picture

of my lovely and once beloved nun

slipped from the riband with which it
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was fastened round my neck, and fell

at Olivia's feet. Before I had time to

pick it up, she had done so : as it is

drawn in the habit of the order, Olivia

almost started as she gazed on it ; I

thought too she changed colour : after

a moment's silence she turned round,

and with a smile, arch beyond all con-

ception, said,
** If the fervour ofyour

devotion rises in proportion to the

beauty of your tutelar saint, I pro-

nounce you to 1)e as worthy of the

triple crown as any candidate who ever

sent a longing sigh from the conclave

to the Vatican : here, indeed, is the
(

beauty of holiness ;' and surely truths

divine must have come mended from

those lips. Beautiful lips ! ifyou could

articulate, what strange instances of

enthusiastic piety might you not re-

late !"

^fr
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" And you, my sly apostrophizing

friend, look as if you would evocate

the patron deity to betray her votarist.

To confess the truth, however, like

many other capricious devotees, who,

in a fit of pettishness, discard their

saints, I have given mine, long since,

her conge; and, in the interregnum
of conscience, offer up a promiscuous

prayer, and light my taper at every

shrine I meet j and I have long worn

this little \Agnus Dei rather from ha-

bit, than conviction of its infallibility."

Olivia looked at me doubtingly, and

said,
" As love sometimes borrows the

language of devotion, and devotion

sometimes that of love, why may not

the objects be alsocommutable?"
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" This was exactly,, my fair inqui-

sitor, the case in point ; my saint wan

my mistress but the frigid perfection

of the one chilled the ardour which

the other inspired ; and as my reve-

rence increased for the devotee, my
passion diminished for the woman,
until Love, weary of the cowl and sca-

pular, extinguished his torch at the

shrine of Religion."

" Now I love this open-hearted in-

genuity from my soul," said Olivia,

with naivete ;

" but there still lingers

a spark in the eye of this fair nun to

work a greater miracle than all the

consecrated relics in her convent : per-

haps, too, she was the object of your
first love?"
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" She was ; but the shock was elec-

tric/ lively, and transient."

" Then you do not place implicit

faith in the
infallibility of first love?'

1

" On the contrary, I am a perfect

infidel."

"
Upon what principle?" Upon

one which I have gathered from expe-

rience. Passion, in the youthful heart,

before the character is unfolded, or

its sensibilities matured, may be con-

sidered as a simple sensation of nature,

unenriched by those superadded ideas

which constitute its purer and more

elevated charms. Other sentiments

mingle with love, as inferior metals

amalgamate with gold : the blandish-
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inenls of the imagination, the graced

of intellectual excellence, the exagge-
rations of fancy glowing with poetical

images, and the refinement of taste to

apply them to the object beloved ; alt

these faculties heighten and sublimate

our tenderness ; and, while they in-

crease its influence, give it a perma-

nency to which the vague and indefi-

nite desires of the first dawn of the

passions in early life are inimical. But

why talk to you on this subject ? One

line from the little sonnet,
* To first

Love/ on the window of the fishing-

house, would overthrow all I have been

impiously advancing against its omni-

potence."

Olivia, at my last" observation,

raised her eyes to mine, blushed, grew

pale, blushed again ; then, aftera pause,
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she smiled sadly, and, turning round

to the instrument, struck a few low

notes, and seemed insensibly to fall

into a reverie. It is almost a solecism

to say, and yet it is admissible too,

that the soul which appears in thelooks

and air of this woman, is a strong

proof in favour of materialism ; for,

like the mistress of Suckling,
" one

might almost say her body thought."

In the course of the evening, with-

out renewing a subject we had so ab-

ruptly broken ofF, she took occasion

to ask me, when I had seen the fish-

ing-house ; and when I told her with

what sentiments I had made a pil-

grimage to her little Santa Casa, and

that my esteem and admiration for her

were almost intuitive, or at least pre-

ceded my personal acquaintance with
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her, she gave me her hand, and, with

an endearing smile, said,
"

I must not

disappoint you you could almost

flatter me into excellence."

I did not intend to have mentioned

Olivia to you, this month ; yet here

she is a full-length portrait. Well,

after all, let us say, with the Apostle,
" We trust we have a good consciT

ence ;" but lest you should suspect 1

have none, I will bid you

Adieu.
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LETTER [XVIII.

REJOICE with me, my dear friend.

I am writing to you from my Alham-

bra, my earthly Paradise. I am the

guest of Sir Patrick Desmond of

Olivia: and three whole delicious

weeks are allotted me to claim that

title, which I would not exchange for

that of the Dalai Lama of Great

Thibet.

The Colonel has put off his jour-

ney to Ireland for some weeks ; in

consequence of which, Lord and Lady
L , with all their family, are gone
to pay a visit to her Ladyship's father.

I was not even asked to accompany
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them ; and I was hugging myself, in

the expected emancipation . from my
chains, when Sir Patrick Desmond,
who learnt the circumstance, how, I

know not, came himself with an in-

vitation, as cordial as it was welcome ;

and I accompanied him hither, with

an heart as willing as "
bondage ere

to freedom ;" but not before my Lady
had remarked to me, that she was

happy I had made myself so agreeable

to the old gentleman by my talents,

for he was much flattered by the

views I had taken of his place ; that

she did not doubt but he might serve

me materially ; and that I was right

always to have my own interest in

view." My Lord was, no doubt, of

the same opinion ^ and these people,

who were evidently at a loss in what

manner to account for this worthy
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man's predilection in my favour, by

revolving every circumstance in their

own narrow system, have at last

fancied they trace its source in in-

terest and vanity.
" The little soul

is like a vapour, that hovers round

the marshy lake, which never rises on

the green hill, lest the winds meet it

there *."

The Colonel is not expected for

some weeks, and how long will they

be flying by ? . But away with anti-

cipation ! I am awakened to a new

sense of being; its term may be

transient, but it shall be worth an age

of monotonous existence.

I am become an Epicurean upon

principles the most refined and system-

* Ossian.
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atic ; I am already restored to that

happy alchemy of mind, which turns

even the dross of life to gold ; I have

flung away the smoked glass, through
which I glanced at nature, and view

her now only through the vivid colours

of a prism : like a child, I shall live

alone for the present ; the past and

future shall be equally lost to me ;

and I shall resign myself to a series of

pleasing and delicious emotions, which

shall gently agitate the heart, without

fatiguing it ; which shall awaken the

senses, without satiating them.

VOL. *. H
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LETTER XIX.

1 HERE is a small apartment, in a re-

mote wing of this vast Gothic man-

sion, fitted up in the most tasteful

style of simple elegance, and furnished

with books, music, drawing materials,

&c. Having discovered this temple

of taste by mere chance, and guessing

the votarist who worshipped in it, I

stole there the other morning after

breakfast, when I knew that she was

busied in domestic concerns, and Sir

Patrick was engaged with his steward.

Never did I pass a more delightful

hour ; a common-place book, which

lay open on the writing-desk, at-
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tracted my eye : it seemed the repo-

sitory of those effusions of mind,

which, without possessing the critical

correctness which marks premeditated

composition, have always an originality

which excites interest and fascinates

attention. I could not be mistaken

in the supposition, for in the first

page I turned over was a faded rose-

leaf; under it was written :
" Seated

between my beloved parents, at the

close of a June evening, 17 , I

placed this rose-leaf here. Beautiful

emblem of my sweet and transient

bliss ! time may spare you as a me-

mento of past happiness, and suffer

you to live a litttle longer than your
destined period of fragile existence ;

but when decay shall reach the fresh-

ness of your blush, may your fra-

grance survive your bloom, like the

remembrance of those faded emotions

H 2
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to which my heart was alive, when I

placed you here !"

To this simple apostrophe of filial

tenderness succeeded a thousand de-
^

lightful ideas, in which elegance of

taste, chastity of thought, and the

most playful vein of fancy, mingled
and combined their graces, and gave
me a more perfect insight into the

character of this charming woman,
than I should probably have obtained

on the acquaintance of an age.

.

a

While I was thus pleasingly en-

grossed, I heard a light footstep

approaching the room : a thief

caught in the very fact, could not

have felt more consternation ; I

snatched up a pencil and paper, and

seemed busily employed. Olivia en-
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tered, and started at finding her room

so occupied ; but seeing me very

earnestly engaged, and appearing not

to notice her entrance, she took up
a book, and retired on tiptoe. When
\ve met, she took no notice of the

circumstance ; and, encouraged by

her silence, I made a second and

third invasion, always bringing my
port-folio with me, and placing myself

in a window which commanded a

prospect she had frequently heard me
admire. At first she absented her-

self, on the plea of not disturbing me;

but finding me perfectly harmless,

apparently indifferent to her presence,

and deeply engaged with my drawing,

she yesterday sat down to her harp

to practise. Too soon did she force

me to lay aside the part I had as-

sumed ; the pencil dropt from my
H 3
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hand, and my eyes, my whole soul,

my every sense became fastened on

my dangerous hostess, The position

in which she sat, gave me only a

glimpse of her profile its expression

was divine ; the half-recumbent at-

titude of her form was full of grace ;

but the impassioned sensibility which

trembled in her round and mellow

voice, the air she sung, and the

words to which she adapted ita were

to me a thousand times more be-

witching than even grace and beauty;

and, unable to resist the force of my
feelings, I sprung from my seat,

snatched her hand from the strings,

and in a moment of delirium pressed

it to my lips. Her confusion and

amazement restored me to myself.
((

Forgive me," said I
;

"
you must

forgive me ! There is a style of

r' /&

/
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melody, adapted to words over which 1

the heart dissolves, to which every

fine sense vibrates in unison, and sung
with an expression which speaks the

rapt soul of the enchanting musician,

against which I am not proof; then

I am borne away; and the extrava-

gance of my action is but too fre-

quently proportioned to the excess of

my emotion."

"
Certainly," said she, resuming

her usual ease, and withdrawing her

hand which I still retained,
"

I can

forgive those emotions, to which I

am myself too frequently the victim:

to me, they are the most grateful

and flattering homage which can be

paid ; for if there are few, who are

alive to exquisite feeling, there are

H 4
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not many endowed with the capabi-

lity
of exciting it."

" And in you, my charming friend,

are united these delightful powers, in

a degree more eminent than I ever

met them in any one being."

"
Ah, flatterer ! but it is the song,

and not the songstress', which has

awakened these raptures : the air is

indeed composed in the true tone of

passion and sentiment ; and the in-

fluence such music holds over the

mind of the auditor, will always be

proportioned to the strength of genius

and chastity of taste by which it is

endowed. The man of genius only,

dare deviate from the path of fashion

and custom ; and, while the niceties,

the intricacies, of complicated har-
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mony, please the musician, the heart

of feeling and the soul of taste swell

to the inspiration of melody and na-

ture. But come ; I fear I am insen-

sibly leading you back to that frenzy

of enthusiasm you so lately deplored;

but I must sing this little song again

for you, and convert the poison into

an antidote."

"
No, Olivia, do not sing for me;

I dare not listen again
' to the voice

* of the charmer ;' but the words, I

am sure, are your own composition ;

will you have the goodness to repeat

them ?" She immediately complied.

But her song was a thousand times

less dangerous than her sentiments.

The voice, the look with which they

were uttered ! She must have read

H 5
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all that passed within my mind as I

leaned on her harp, silent and over-

whelmed ; for I was no longer alone

agitated, alone confused; it was a mo-

ment the most distressing, the most

delightful of my life.

Olivia rose to retire in silent emo-

tion : as she passed me, a flower

dropped from her bosom ; a moment

before her head had drooped over it ;

a tear glittered on its leaf; it could

not have been dew, for it was a faded

rose, and there was nothing fresh

about it, but the precious drop which

embalmed it. I remember to have

seen, in a Benedictine convent at Ven-

dome, a relique which raised a con-

siderable revenue to its possessors,

from the siiperstitions devotion which

was paid to H
; it was a crystal
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presented by an angel to Mary Mag-
dalen, and supposed to have contained

the tear dropped by her divine Re-

former to the memory of his departed

friend. The allusion may be profane;

but my 'faded rosejeaf, with the tear

of genius and sensibility, is to me
what the sacred vial is to the monks

of St. Benedict ; from a motive less

devout, I confess, in one sense, but

certainly more disinterested in cm-other*
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LETTER XX.

I ENVY not the fabled bliss of the

Hyperboreans, with their ten cen-

turies of spring, youth, health, and

happiness ; my full heart is inacces-

sible even to a wish, and the happi-

ness, in which it revels, is inde-

pendent of increase, from the con-

trasted satisfaction of others, the re-

trospect of past sufferings, or the

anxiety of future expectations.

One sentiment wholly possesses me,

throbs in every pulse, animates every

sense, and gives to my rapturous mo-

ments all the soul of life. In the

morning I awake from a delicious
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dream of bliss and of Olivia ; my
heart's light throb heaves with the

delight of beholding her ; the next

moment I am at her side, and I con-

trive, by a thousand little artifices,

to preserve my enviable station for

the greater part of the day. The at-

tractive force of congenial feeling

draws from the mutual mind the mu-

tual sentiment. Hour flies after hour,

and the period of their transient exist-

ence is only marked by the transition

from one delightful sensation to ano-

ther. Youth, beauty, music, and

poetry, all the witchery of sympathy,
and all the powers of sensibility, unite

their blandishments to seduce the

heart and intoxicate the senses : and

if they involve the soul in a fleeting

delusion, it is a delusion worth all
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the reality of dull plodding life and

cold common-place emotion.

I fear I torment you by my letters ;

for I find I have very few of a great

many covers left me by Lord L .

The fact is, a heart, intoxicated with

its own happiness, unbosoms itself

where, and as often as it can ; it mul-

tiplies its enjoyments by repetition,

and gratifies that smiling principle,

inherent in every generous breast, of

sharing the happiness it feels.
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LETTER XXI.

NOTHING can be more charming than

what I term the intimate society of

Desmond Abbey : it is formed of a

few pleasing, unaffected women ; con-

sisting chiefly of the parish rector's

wife and daughters, and the family

of a man of taste and letters, who

has retired hither upon economical

motives. They are neither very hand-

some nor very brilliant, but some of

them are well-informed, some of them

musical, and all are amiable, lively,

and good-humoured, looking up to

my all-superior Olivia, with an ad-

miration almost amounting to idola-

try, but perfectly free from envy ;
and
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indeed I believe they are the only wo-

men who know her, who dp not hate

her for that superiority they cannot

fail to feel.

The men who are the most in the

en-famille with us, are a few officers

of an English regiment quartered in

the next garrison town : there are

among them men of taste, of in-

formation; and I must confess to you,

in my eyes but too pleasing and too

insinuating. We are none of us gens

a pretension ; and our conversation,

exempt from that gladiatorial exertion

of colloquial skill, which is so fre-

quently embittered by the gall of

rivalship, and degraded by the hatred

of superiority, is easy, desultory, and

animated ; abounding with that can-

did intercourse of sentiments and opi-
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iiions which, in my mind, forms one

of the most refined pleasures of so-

ciety. In such society the heart and

spirits repose ; and, if the greater fa-

culties of the mind lie dormant, a

thousand little nameless pleasures

which flow from taste, feeling, and

fancy, are awakened into existence.

The great principle which animates

our little coterie, is cheerfulness ;

" without the enforcement of which,"

says Sterne,
" the Thirty-nine Ar-

ticles are incomplete."

We write bad verses, pronounce

extempore epigrams, compose pas-

quinades, and even sometimes de-

scend to riddles and charades, at

which I am become wonderfully ex-

pert, and have already ransacked the

four elements for my jfirsts, my se-
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conds, and my tcutes. Amidst, how-

ever, these trifling effusions of care-

less amusement, are sometimes pro-

duced some elegant ideas elegantly

realized ;
and the poetical fragments

of the sly Olivia, by the exquisite

selection of the thoughts, and musi-

cal composition of the verse, do equal

honour to her taste and judgment,
and are evidently written to extort

something more than the frolic smile,

which we all look up to as the reward'

of our less studied and less polished

productions.
>_

How I love those t( rienc ndifs et

pleins de grace," which, in the bosom

of an agreeable leisure, enable us to

gaily
"

play the trifle life away !" It

is certain there are very few who know

how to live ! The, petite soupers of
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the celebrated Madame de Martel

Fontaine *, if more brilliant, were

not more delightful than Olivia's ;

then she appears in the happiest of

her phases, and there is sometimes

a vein of arch playfulness in her man-

ner, which might shame the laughing

air of an Euphrosyne.

I am told, that, though she has

not diminished the hospitable pro-

pensities of her grandfather, she has

taught them to flow in a better chan-

nel ; and that the society of the Ab-

bey is more discriminate, and mare

select, though scarcely less nume-

rous, since she has presided as its

mistress.

* Celebrated by Voltaire and others, for the

freedom, elegance, and gaiety of her enter-

tainments.
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It is certain, that indiscriminate

hospitality is the virtue of an uncivil-

ized people, and, while it apparently

breathes the very spirit of philan-

thropy, originates most frequently in

self-love. The mind, unaccustomed

to commune with itself, barren of

ideas, and void of reflection, is

thrown wholly dependent on society

for occupation and engagement, and

adopts every species of social and

familiar intercourse, which, by op-

posing that vacuity of intellect, against

which human nature, except in her

most imbecile state, revolts, relieves

it from the dreadful oppression of the

t&dium vitcs ; hence the indiscrimi-

nate hospitality of savage nations, and

even of the less refined inhabitants of

the most polished states.
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The Brehon laws of the ancientlrish

forbade the breaking up of a sept too

suddenly, lest the traveller might be

disappointed of his expected entertain-

ment ; and many traces of this hos-

pitable spirit are still to be found

among the modern Irish of every de-

scription, and too often to the pre-

judice of their circumstances, consti-

tution, and minds ; for a national

custom which would be sometimes
" more honoured in the breach than

the observance," frequently leads to

an extravagance which involves them

in pecuniary difficulties, while the ex-

cesses of which it is productive, are

equally detrimental to the health; and

it is certain, that, amidst the bound-

less freedom of convivial jocularity,

and the unrestrained enjoyments of

?ocial intercourse, the mind and man-
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ners must lose in refinement, what

the passions acquire in strength and

vehemence.

The society of his grand-daughter

is daily rendering Sir Patrick Des-

mond independent of every other.

Her conversation, full of variety and

anecdote, can accommodate itself to

every understanding which does not

fall short of mediocrity : modest and

unassuming, her cheek frequently

blushes at the superiority her lips

confer ; rather playful than witty,

rather fascinating than brilliant. In

energy of expression, and persuasive

eloquence in sentimental observation,

she stands, in my opinion, unequalled

and unrivalled : her talents, rather

versatile than individually striking,
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give that variety to her character

which is most grateful to the caprice

of our nature ; and the
sensibility of

her warm heart, and the vivacity of

her temper, bestow that
facility on

her manners which renders her ease

infectious to the most formal : the

restraint of uncongenial society throws

her from herself ; and the fear of me-

riting the title of a learned lady, ren-

ders her more anxious, at times, to

conceal her superiority, than other

women are to display theirs : but she

still always retains a magic something

in her air, her manner, analogous to

those graces in moral virtue, which

set the line of ethic rule at defiance,

to the je ne s$ais quoi in personal

beauty, which description cannot ex-

press.
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Happily there are but few Olivias,

or the power of woman would be-

come as dangerous, from intellectual

influence, as it is now from personal

attraction. I have always observed,

in the course of my little reading,

that those women who governed the

hearts and understandings of men
with the most unbounded sway, owed

their power, less to the witchery of

beauty and youth, than to the charm

of mind and cultivation of talents.

Aspasia was no longer young, when

Socrates became her disciple, and im-

bibed the principles of the philosophia

amatoria at her feet, and when Athens

was governed by her decrees through
the medium of Pericles. Corinna, of

whose talents we read so much, and

of whose beauty we know so little,
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presided over the studies, as well as

the heart of Pindar. The abilities of

Catharine raised her from a cottage

to a throne. Maintenon, in the de-

cline of life, had more power over the

heart and councils of Louis the Four-

teenth, than La Valliere in all the

attractions of youth, or Montespan
in all the splendour of beauty ; and

if we are to credit the assertions of

Dio, the only gallantry the voice of

scandal could lay to the charge of

Cicero, was his attachment to, and lite-

rary correspondence with Caesellia, a

female wit, and a philosopher of

seventy : and this, I believe, is bring-

ing as strong an argument in favour

of my position as could be desired,

A woman merely beautiful may at-

tract ; a woman merely accomplished
rot, i. i
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may amuse ; and both united may

produce a transient fascination ; but it

is sense and virtue only which fasten

jon the mind : if to these precious

qualities are added a certain refine-

ment and elegance of taste, ^nd a

certain delicacy and elevation of sen-

timent united to animation of tempo
and softness of manners, the power
of their possessor becomes altogether

irresistible ; it is acknowledged by the

heart, it is ratified by the understand-

ing, and it exalts every delight the

senses can bestow. J always thought

this, but I can now aver it from a

sweet, but, I fear, a fatal experience f
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LETTER XXII.

IHOSE infant prejudices in favour of

Sir Patrick Desmond, which marked

the first period of our acquaintance,

are hourly ripening into maturity. He
has failings and who has not ? but

they are of that description which

jiver meet with indulgence from so-

ciety, because they neither originate

in narrow principles nor an ungene-
rous mind ; for I have observed, that

thpse errors, which can be traced to

such a source, though less destructive

in their effects on mankind than those

which originate in a boundless spirit

and vehement passions, ever find less

toleration.

i 2
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<f
Vices," says Plato,

" as well as

virtues, are great in great minds."

Happily the natural bent of my own

taste coincides with his most favourite

pursuits ; and, as I am hourly be-

coming, in some degree, more ne-

cessary to him, the tie which binds

us is of mutual force. I love to listen

to, and he to repeat, his old tradi-

tional stories ; I love them from a

twofold motive, for they procure me

many hours of that society, which

could not otherwise enjoy without ex-

citing suspicion even in the breast of

the most unsuspicious of all human

beings ; for while " he hums the song
of other times," and talks of the
fe sunbeams of other days, and the

delights of the heroes of old," I am
suffered to trifle at Olivia's work-

table, hang on tUe back of her chair,
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or assist- her in her drawings ; some-

times, when we are alone, we ramble

out in the evenings, Olivia leaning on

her grandfather's arm, and he on

mine. I am always supplied with pen-

cil and paper. A ruin, to which many
an oral tale is attached, strikes our

eyes : I am immediately set to work,

The old gentleman, who is not

wholly free from a superstition, which

the liveliness of his imagination, even'

at threescore, is well adapted to nou-

rish, repeats the various tales of its-

being- stili the haunt of " witches and

ghosts who rove at midnight hour/*

or digresses into the history of its

former lords ; generally concluding,

with an emphatic shake of the head,

and a melancholy apostrophe from

Ossian ;
" Why dost thou build the

1.3
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hall, son of the winged days ? thou

lookest from thy tower to-day, yet a

few years, and the blast of the de-

sert shall come; it howls in thy empty

court, and whistles round thy half-

worn shield." We then all return

home in the best spirits, arid with the

best appetite in the world, to a little

music and an early supper.
"

I liked

you," said he to me the other night,
"

at first for your father's sake, and

now for your own."

" And for whose sake am I to like

you ?" said Olivia archly. Ah ! the

sorceress ! I sometimes think she is

determined on my destruction. This

morning I was leaning in a musing

posture on her piano- forte; she tapped

me gently on the shoulder ;

" What
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are you thinking of so earnestly, my
good friend ?"

" Of you."

" Of me ? Oh I then I will run

away, that you may think of me

again."

" And isS your absence requisite for

that, Olivia?"

"
Why, I have somewhere read of

a river in Greece which illuminated a

torch when held at a moderate dis-

tance, but extinguished it on a nearer

approach." , ,. ,

"
I understand your allusion ; you

think a short absence favourable to

love."

i 4
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" Td love ! Werei we talking of

love?"

cr I was thinking of it.**

You said you were thinking of

You are become synonymous."

I would have given a thousand

worlds to have retracted my folly.

She turned- from me without answer-

ing, but not till I observed her smiles

had vanished, her colour fled, and

the
1

most pensive gravity had taken

possession of her features ;

"
yet it

was a countenance more in sorrow

than in anger," as if she lamented my
weakness rather than resented my te-

merity.
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We did not meet till dinner ; and,

for the first time, I rejoiced that our

little circle was enlarged by a crowd

of company. She speaks of her fu-

ture husband: with an ease which

amazes me; for I wellknow, that, in

a heart like hers, love is surrounded

by all those delicate mysteries of sen-

sitive reserve which shuns observa-

tion,- and treasures the idol of its

homage in its last secret recess. His

name scarcely deepens the blush on

her cheek, and the arrival of his let-

ters does not seem to increase the

palpitation of a single pulse: she never

speaks of him as a lover, or the des-

tined companion of her life ; but ns

a friend whom she highly esteems;

and others are delicate enough to

mention him only in the same light :

to me she never speaks of him, and
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I could almost believe she considers

herself as the dove destined to bestow

the olive-branch, without the hope
of finding a resting-place for her own

bosom. Ah ! my dear friend, what

a train of reflections (dangerous re-

flections
!) does this supposition

awaken !
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LETTER XXUL

LORD and Lady L came home

yesterday, and I am returned to my
Siberia, my Kamtschatka ; in short, I

am no longer under the same roofO

with Olivia ; and I now feel how pos-

sible it is to hold an existence only in

the being f another !

I counted every moment as it fled

during my last week's residence at the

Abbey; it was a wretched calculation,

and every increase of my calendar was

made with a sigh, as heart-felt as that

which the captive heaves when he

notches on his stick the expiration of

each
day's misery ! You would laugh

16
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at me, did you know what I suffered

at parting, though only separated

from her by three short miles. She

walked with her grandfather to the end

of the avenue with me ; then the old

gentleman gave me his hand, and

pressed mine with a cordiality to which

it had been long a stranger : Olivia

too held out hers to me with a smile ;

yet, I thought, with a look tender and

melancholy t
" In love's hours,** said

she,
"

it has been said there are many

days, but I feel that friendship reverses

the maxim."

" Then how must I feel ?" said I,

sighing.

"
Why," said the Baronet,

" as

one, I hope, who is sensible of suf-

ficient regret at leaving us, to in*
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*luce him frequently to be our guest."

Here we parted, and how I performed

the rest of my little journey I know

not*

The family of L received me

with that courteous civility which

seems purely the effect of habitual po-

liteness, equally independent of senti-

ment or intention. Oh ! the vast

difference between that civil attention,

which is merely the result of what is

termed good breeding, and that cor-

dial effusion of kindness, which flows

from the warm impulses of a kind

heart. Never did the contrast strike
v

me more forcibly !

I have received your letter, and

judged its import before I opened it.

You triumph in the accomplishment
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of your prophecy : my friendship is

converted into a passion, impetuous

and ardent as my nature, and you mo-

ralize and philosophize admirably on

the consequences which may ensue ;

but your morality is too refined, and

your philosophy too dogmatic ; my
understanding has preached to my
heart a thousand times as you have

done, and to the same purpose :

"
Hang up philosophy ;

Unless"philosophy can make a Juliet,

It helps not, it prevails not."

Poor Romeo ! I am at present con-

tented to be of his school, and leave

you to embrace the stoic, academic,

peripatetic, or any other system you

please.
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LETTER XXIV.

PROM OLIVIA,

\VHERE are -you, my good friend ?

and why do we not see you at the Ab-

bey ? Is there not some little artifice

in this ? You would teach us the value

of your society by its loss. In love's

theory the precept may be admissible,

and a woman, like a Chinese Empe-

ror, may involve herself in mysterious

retirement, t secure the homage of

her vassals ; but coquetry in friendship

is more intolerable than ostentation

in religion ! The truth is, therefore,

you are grown as indolent as a Turk,

I had almost said as stupid. Here is

the piano-forte just as you left h>
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without a string Apropos, borrow

some German wire from Lady L ,

and put it in your pocket when you
come over. Here too is the half-

finished plan of the grotto, in as rough
and wild a state as the most savage

fancy could design it ; and I have not

looked into Gottsched since you left

us. In short, you have made your-

self so useful', that I hourly find "
I

could have better spared a bettec man."

I send you all your books,, except

Haller.
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LETTER XXV.

TO OLIVIA.

AM I indeed the worthless fellow you
describe me, or do you imagine,

" I

run away upon instinct," like Falstaff

from the shadowof impending danger?

Alas ! instinct has never so befriended

me, and, like many others, I am but

too apt to " meet my death by look-

ing on my life." The truth is, I have

been three times at the Abbey, with-

out being able to get a glimpse ofyou :

yesterday I entered the fishing- house

in less than an hour after you had leff

it, as the gardener told me, with a

party of ladies ; and twice you were
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visiting at the castle, when I, in all

the pettishness of disappointment, was

wandering about the grounds of Des-

mond. Thus, my charming friend, for

this week back we have been like two

lines in mathematical certainty, which

may continue to approximate ad ii\fi-

nitum, without ever coming into con-

tact ; and the comparison might be

admissible in a sense more extensive

than that to which it is at present ap-

plied.

No, I hate coquetry in friendship,

as much as you possibly can ; nor am

I sufficiently endowed with self-denial

to refine upon its enjoyment by a vo-

luntary sequestration, from its object :

it is however certain, that temporary

removals heighten and exalt the fer-

vour of every attachment, whether of
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love, friendship, or collateral affec-

tion ; and I may say, with great truth,

that I am never more with you, my
amiable friend, than when absent from

you ; and yet it is not being with you

neither, for your idea is so closely in-

terwoven with my every thought, that

my mind has no longer the power to

dissolve the connexion, [even if my
wishes led to the separation.

To-morrow the family ofL dine

with one of your chieftains, and I shall

fly to my Alhambra ; then the grotto

shall be finished, the piano- forte shall

be strung;, Gottsched shall be read,

and I shall be Olivia's very prudent
friend ; in spite of her song, her harp,

and even the sly smile which creates

the little dimple on the left side of the

prettiest mouth in the world.
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LETTER XXVI,
X

FKOM OLIVIA.

AH pilferer ! return me my manu-

script, or dread the vengeance of the

whole Parnassian legion : I did not

miss it till this morning, when I was

looking over my porte-feuille, for your

drawing from Ossian-

Apropos, there is too much ga'iele

de cceur in the countenance of Mal-

vina. Do you know it has a strong

likeness of your little friend E even the

parson detected the resemblance.

" This has too much of your Euphro-

syne air," said he to me,
" to he cha-

racteristic of the pensive Malvina."
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Grandpapa desires I will request you
to come over to us this evening. A
peasant has found some old gold coin

amidst the rubbish of a ruin in the

neighbourhood ; and you must come

and share the triumph
- da virtuoso*

You shall have coffee in the fishing-

house too, and I have ordered the harp

there. I feel an elasticity of mind,

and a flow of spirits to-day, for which

I cannot account. This is a certain

species of happiness, independent of

every external gratification, to which

I am frequently subject, and is one of

the most lively enjoyments which

Providence has annexed to my being.

Come not therefore to me with your

grave face and pensive air,

*' Like one well studied in sad ostent,

To please his grandam."
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The laughing graces of Desmond

would take flight at the appearance of

the sombre vision.

" On est heureux des qu'on est sage,"

says the Cardinal de Bern is ; but I

reverse the maxim in my present dis-

position, and believe that " we are

wise when we are happy." This even-

ing in my little Tusculum, as you
call the fishing-house, you shall see

that my philosophy is not merely

speculative !

What say you to becoming my
disciple ? Remember I stipulate for

smiles ! but none of your Cassius-like

smiles, as if you
" scorned your spi-

rit, that could be moved to smile at

any thing." You often smile in this

manner ; and indeed too frequently
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in general society reverse the golden

rule of

" Volto sciolto, pensieri stretti."

For no man wears, in general, a more

reserved and self-wrapt look ; and few

ever risked their opinions with such

imprudent freedom. Adieu.
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LETTER XXVII.

TO OLIVIA.

I FLY to you, my charming friend ;

I
fly

to meet you at your little Tuscu-

lum. Friendship has not in the world,

nor love in Cnidus nor Paphos, a more

delightful asylum, a retreat more

formed for the enjoyment of tender

emotions, or tender sighs. But, alas !

it is my wishes only which have taken

wing ; four hours, four heavy hours,

must steal away with lazy pace, before

I behold you orTusculum.

Is my portrait of Malvina indeed like

you ? This has happened with two or
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three others I have lately done: how

is it to be accounted for ? I think it

was Simon Martini, who was so im-

pressed with the beauty of Laura, that

all his female pictures resembled her ;

dare I draw any allusion ? Adieu,

my sweet friend, my amiable sister !

for I may at least claim an affinity to

you on the side of soul ; and that, in

my opinion, is a stronger, closer re-

lationship, than can be found in any

genealogical catalogue whatever.

I had almost forgotten to promise

you that I would leave my grave face

and pensive air at the castle of L ;

and that I would come to you with all

the vivida vis animce I could muster.

"
Spirits are finely touck'd,

But to fine issue :"

VOL. I. K
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and the unusual flow of vivacity which

animates yours, is, I hope, but the

laughing anticipation of impending

joys : may they light on you, under a

thousand delightful forms, this even-

ing ! What a true delices,

" De parler, sur la fin du jour,

Be vers, de muskjue, et d'amour !"

The last word might have been omit-

ted, for it renders the quotation inap-

plicable^ do you erase it.

Once more adieu. My adieus are

like a preface to a second volume ; and

yet,

" What have I gain'd bjthis one minute more ?

Only to wish another and another.**
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LETTER XXVIII.

TO OLIVIA,

GIVE me no more such little festivals,

my charming friend, or dread the con-

sequences. The very air ofyour Tus-

culum was infectious, and diffused its

delicious poison through my whole

frame. Never were you truly yourself

until lastnight : the fire ofyour vivacity

was moderated by a thousand touching

graces ; the animation of your man-

ner was tempered by the most insinu-

ating softness ; you blushed more fre-

quently than usual, but it was the

blush of pleasure, chastened by senti-

K 2
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ment; and the lively glow, which

diffused itself over your smiling coun-

tenance, spoke the sensibility of the

heart whence it flowed ; you sung, and

my soul hung upon every note that

sighed its melody on your lips.

I was no longer myself I felt my
danger, and I trembled for my teme-

rity ; I would have fled, but the voice

of Olivia detained me. You said half

audibly, and with a meaning smile,
" II y a des rivieres qui nefontjamais

tant du bien, que quand dies se debor-

dentf ainsi Tamitie rid rien meilleur

que rexces *." Ah, sorceress! what a

method did you take to moderate that

excess of friendship, which had not

* As some rivers fertilize the banks they

overflow, so in friendship there is nothing

better than excess. BALZAC.
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escaped your observation ? You dre\t

your harp to you, and sung that air,

which, even in a cooler moment, I

cannot hear without emotion. You

triumphed in the witchcraft of your

powers ; I saw you did, Olivia, arid I

remained overwhelmed and lost in de-

lirium ; while Captain M ,
at the

other sideof you, was crying, "Charm-

ing, extremely well indeed !" with all

the cool musical emphasis of a pro-

fessed amateur ; and yet, Olivia, his

admiration did not displease you, com-

mon-place as it was.

How agreeable, how unaffected were

your two female friends ! I think I

see them at this moment, dressed at

all points, seated so demurely at their

netting, stealing a sly glance at the

kivincible Captain, tossing up their

K 3
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heads when caught in the very fact,

and tittering and simpering so pret-

tily when he addressed them. Then
the form of Olivia presents itself,

bending gracefully over her harp*

That dress too, so simple, yet so art-

fully contrived to set off the symmetry
of her form ! what a head presented it-

self when the straw hat was thrown

by ! The two fair sisters nodded their

high plumes at each other, and seemed

to say,
" This is looking very charm-

ing at a very easy rate." Your grand-

father, poor man ! seemed enraptured,

and never, in my eyes, did your atten-

tions to him appear less obvious, yet

more touching nor more interesting.

Would you believe it, the hour

which I devoted to my solitary walk

home, was scarcely less delightful
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than that wjiich I had just passed in

your society. Every little circumstance

which occurred, every word you ut-

tered, floated in my mind, with all

the additional glow which fancy casts

upon those soothing images memory

presents to the senses and the heart.

Indeed my thoughts flow always more

happily on leaving you than when I

am going to you, as the train of va-

pour which attends a comet does not

betray its illumination until it has

passed the sun. You know you often

call me an eccentral body ; so the al-

lusion holds good. I escaped the in-

sipid garrulity of Lady L 's draw-

ing- room, and retired to myown apart-

ment, full of those emotions which

set the influence of rest at defiance.
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I arose with the first light which

dawned through my window, and my
steps involuntarily bent to the fishing-

house : the Abbey bell tolled five as I

entered it. Everything was just as

we had left it the preceding night, and

the window, at which we had stood

together, was still open ; you had

thrown up the sash, to enjoy the fra-

grance of the air, after a refreshing

shower, whose drops, glittering on the

foliage, were tinged with the beam of

the setting sun.

You pointed to those mountains,

which, wild and desolate, bounded the

horizon with their curving line : you

remarked, as the sun sunk behind

them, the variety of their aspect,

caused by the opposite eftqpt of light

and shade. " Those mountains,"
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said you,
" immortalized by the feats

of Fingal, where the bards ' sent away
* the night in song/ and the inspired

Ossian immortalized the prowess of

the hero, - do they not * send back
'

your soul to the ages of old, and the

*

days of other years ?' The littlenesses

of the world fade into annihilation as

I contemplate them ; and the life by
which- 1 am; so engrossed, so agitated,

is reduced to the span of a moment."

After a pause, yon added,
"

It is-

certain, my dear friend, that there are

objects in nature which speak to the

heart, and are eminently calculated to

purify and elevate the soul. The mild

rising of the evening star ; the moon,

stealing in silent majesty amidst those

dark masses of vapour which cloud

her progress^ and are silvered by her

K. 5,
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light ; the cloud-embosomed summit

of a distant mountain ; and, above

all, those spots where the hero '
fell

' in the midst of his renown,' or where

the immortal mind effused those in-

pi rations which were breathed into the

soul of genius when it was first quick-

ened : such objects, in the moment

of their contemplation, excite those

sublime reflections which give us a

foretaste of that eternity we were

created to enjoy."

You ceased ; but the voice of tire

harmonious speaker still dwelt on iny

ear,while her sentiments wereengraven

on my heart : in the mean time your

fair friends were playing offall their ar-

tillery
Of charms against the heart of

their military hero, and your grand-

father was equally ardent in an en-

gagement at the chess-board with the
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person. The evening closed in : he

returned to the Abbey to complete his

conquest ; and the Miss D s pro-*

posed a walk by moonlight on the

beach, in order to accomplish theirs.

Captain M was enriched with

the hand of each fair besieger, and

you honoured me with yours ; yet I

thought you did it with a timidity, a

reluctance, which a thousand times,

if self-love would have permitted it,

urged me to its resignation ; and even'

when I did resign the light and precious

burden, I felt the warmth of its im-

pression fading on my arm, with a ro-

mantic regret not to be conceived.

The pensive solemnity of the hour;

the sublime object presented by the

ocean, whose feathery spray seemed
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to swell to the moon-beam, which

glittered on its surface, at first threw

a shade over the vivacity of your
manner.

The wind was hush'd j^

(Jmd, to the beach, each slowly lifted wave,

Creeping, with silver curl, just kiss'd the shore,

re -&->wArnd slept in peace
* ."

But your mind soon regained its

'

wonted tone of animation ; and, while

I gazed on your speaking countenance,

and listened to your melodious ac-

cents, it seemed as if
"

eternity was

* in your lips and' eyes." You are never

half so delightful as when in, what

you term, a prattling mood. Our

companions laughed, and trifled, and

chatted, as in the side-box at the

opera ; and 1 could not help thinking,

* Mason's English Garden.
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with a certain French author,
ts that

it is not every one knows how to take

a walk."

I have written thus far to you, my
charming friend^ from your little Tus-

culum, with my pencil : I shall leave

it in your work-basket, which is lying

by me, on the window-seat, where you
left it last night, and where you will

probably be the first to find it in your

early walk to your favourite retreat.

Adieu, my sweet friend ! you are

still reposing in the bosom of a tran-

quil sleep ; and the fairy dreams

which hover o'er your pillow, probably

partake of that vivid fancy which ani-

mates you when awake : may it be a

deam of bliss! and may time realize

the soothing prophecy of each golden
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vision * I shall steal a glance at your

chamber-window, as I pass it at a dis-

tance; and then return to the breakfast-

table of Lady L " with what

Appetite I may."
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LETTER XXIX.

FROM OLIVIA.

You are ill, my dear friend ; and you
would conceal it from those who are

most interested for you : my grand-
father says your disorder is only on

your spirits, and Captain M , who

has seen you, has made the same ob-

servation. Then come to mel You
will find me the best physician in the

world my prescriptions are infallible;

for they aim at the mind. In such

cases, Bacon recommends a livery

poem, or a cheerful prospect. Come

to the Abbey then, where you shall
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have both ; and, still more, you shall

have a song and a smile into the

bargain.

To-day I was reading of Alphonso
of Leon, who was cured of a dangerous
illness by the pleasure he: felt in read-

ing Quintus Curtius : this made me
think of you : are you not obliged to

Alphonso ? Adieu, ,my poor invalid.

Shall I not pray, with St. Paul,
"
May

brotherly love continue !"

P. S. Was it not Eristratus who

discovered the secret malady of Antio-

chus by comparing its symptoms with

Sappho's description of the effects of

love ? I have frequently heard you apo-

strophize the spirit of Miss D- 's

large black eyes ; so be prepared for my
analysis of your disorder a la Sappho..
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LETTER XXX.

TO OLIVIA.

THE very promise of your song and

your smile has already had more effect

on my disorder, than all the prescrip-

tions Celsus or Galen ever wrote : if

any of it yet lurks in my veins, it shall

dissipate when I behold you ; and, like

the serpent, who can only be seduced

from its prey by the power of harmony,
it shall vanish at the sound of your
voice. But remember I forbid your
animal magnetism ; my disorder shall

not be intellectually analysed. Trust

me, my charming doctress, it were a

dangerous experiment! Malady and
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a physician, they say, appeared first

together ; and perhaps my fair phy-
sician would find less difficulty in de-

ranging my pulse, than in " new set-

ing it"

" There 's more felicity in carrion flies,

Than Romeo: they may seize on the white

wonder

Of dear Juliet's hand, aud steal immortal blessing!

From her lips."

Love never conceived, nor poetry

adorned, a more refined, a more beau-

tiful sentiment than that ; it has oc-

curred to me a thousand times during

my few days' absence from you. I

envy even the inanimate objects which

are near, or which touch you ; there

is nothing so dangerous as these short

absences which do but urge a (< sweet

return."
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LETTER XXXI.

TO OLIVIA.

ONE thought you expressed yesterday

evening made a lively impression on

me :
" Plato mentions four species of

flattery ; St. Clair seems versed in a

thousand ; nor are they the less dan-

gerous for being always oblique and

indirect."

For Heaven's sake let us understand

each other. I respect both you and

myself too much to descend to adula-

tion ; it is a species of commerce which

equally derogates from the dignity of
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both parties : if, however, there is any

flattery in the case, yours was certainly

the most obvious, though the most

refined. In showing me some draw-

ings you had lately finished, you said,
" Here is one, which, however incon-

sequent its subject, I prize more than

all the rest :" it was simply a bunch of

flowers with the little motto of,

** Vivez toujours,"

written underneath : I observed that

they were admirably done, and looked

as if they were half-faded. <e So they

were," said you,
" when St. Clair

threw them on the table in the fishing-

house.

And did Olivia deign to preserve,

by the mngic of her pencil, those
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flowers which the hand of St. Clair

cutted?

"
Love," said you,

" has its refine-

ments ; why should not friendship ?"

Was is possible, my charming, my se-

ducing friend, to avoid mentioning

my precious rose, consecrated by the

tear which fell from the eye of Oli-

via ? I told you, you should see this

valued relic, and so you shall ; you
shall see the identical leaf which your

sensibility embalmed ! you shall see

that happy flower, which once re-

posed upon your breast, and should

never have left mine, had its fragility

permitted the indulgence.

You must suffer me to see you to-

day. It is only at the Abbey I live ;

every where else I may fairly class with
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the genus zoophyte. When I see you

in the morning, the rest of the day

passes cheerily over.

" Felice chi vi mira

Ma peu felice chi per voi sospira

Felicissima poi

Chi sosperaudo fa sospira voi."

GUARINI.

Ah ! Olivia, that were felicity indeed !

END OP VOL. i.
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